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Within the project “Action to ensure respect for human rights in the zone of armed conflict and at
its border areas in the Donbass, Ukraine” of the Human Rights Coalition “Justice for Peace in Donbass” Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group prepares the reports on the results of the monitoring
of violations of human rights in the zone of armed conflict in Donetsk and Luhansk regions. The representatives of KhPG along with other representatives of the Coalition carried out the monitoring
visits to the populated areas situated immediately on the line of demarcation, with the aim of finding
and documenting the most serious viola-tions of human rights: murders, tortures, enforced disappearances, illegal deprivations of freedom, destruc-tions of the residential buildings, infrastructure
and others.
The proposed report depicts the situation with human rights in Stanitsa Luhanska and bordering
villages (in English).
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The list of abbreviations
used in the report
АТО — anti-terrorist operation;
RB — roadblock;
AF — Air Force;
TDP — temporarily displaced persons;
TPCLD — Temporary procedure of crossing the line of demarcation;
SSCU — The Supreme Specialized Court of Ukraine;
UAF — Ukrainian Armed Force;
HLC — humanitarian and logistics center;
SMS — State Migration Service;
SRG — subversive and reconnaissance group;
CYSS — children’s and youth sports school;
ECHR — European Court of Human Rights;
CIOP — Check-in/out point;
LD — line of demarcation;
MIA — Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine;
MD — Ministry of Defence of Ukraine;
IAF — illegal armed formations;
NPU — National Police of Ukraine;
OSCE — Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe;
RCMA — regional civil and military administration;
RSA — regional state administration;
HR — human rights;
DDIA — district department of internal affairs;
RSVF — rocket system of volley fire;
RPN — regional power networks;
IC RF — Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation;
SSU — Security Service of Ukraine;
CNSD — Council of National Security and Defense of Ukraine;
MM — mass media;
SS — service station;
JCCC — The Joint Center for Coordination and Control of the Ceasefire;
HS — high school;
S.-c. “LPR” — So-called Luhansk People’s Republic;
S.-c. “DPR” — So-called Donetsk People’s Republic;
CC — Criminal Code of Ukraine;
CPC — Criminal-Procedural Code of Ukraine;
KHPG — Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group;
CEC — the Central Election Commission;
SDC — Strategic Defence Center.
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Summary
Since June 2014 an active armed conflict between the militants of illegal armed formations and Ukrainian
armed units started on the territory of Stanitsa Luhanska district of Luhansk region. During 2014 the hostilities in uts. Stanitsa Luhanska and the bordering villages had a particularly violent nature — daily artillery and
mortar shelling, the actions of subversive and reconnaissance groups etc.
Within the framework of US State Department-supported project “Action to ensure respect for human rights
in the zone of armed conflict and at its border areas in the Donbass, Ukraine” of the human rights Coalition
“Justice for peace in Donbass” the monitoring groups carried out five visits to the populated areas of Stanitsa
Luhanska sector to collect the information on various violations of human rights.
During the work of the monitoring groups were established the violations of human rights and the legal
consultations were given with follow-up to most of the cases in the court instances on the facts of torture of
the hostages, murder of the civilians and injuries during the shelling, as well as the destruction of the civilians’ property during the hostilities and other violations of human rights.
According to Stanitsa Luhanska settlement council, in the period between 2014 and 2015 28 residents of
Stanitsa Luhanska were killed and 36 injured during those events. The monitors have documented even more
deaths and injuries. 9 people were killed and 11 injured as a result of an airstrike by a Ukrainian aircraft. 23 people died of artillery shelling or in the shootings during the hostilities. 16 people exploded on the tripwires and
landmines, 8 of them died. 12 people disappeared, all of them were detained or stopped on the roadblock or
a street for documents verification, 4 — by the militants of IAF of LPR, 8 — by the soldiers of UAF or MIA.
In the process of monitoring it turned out that as of mid-2016 the law-enforcement bodies did not inform
the civilians who suffered from the shelling about the course of investigation of those events that are classified as terrorist acts in the CC of Ukraine, or about existence of such investigation at all.
Some of those who suffered from the shelling were able to obtain compensation from the administration
and the bodies of local self-government in the amount of 1000 hryvnias. The housing that was damaged during
the shelling wasn’t repaired, and the officials replied to all applications of the local residents to the authorities that there were no funds for such works. Some of the residents could only partially repair their homes
with the help of volunteers and foreign charitable organizations.
The law-enforcement bodies in the populated areas situated near the line of demarcation practically do not
receive the residents and applications (as of July 2016). The monitors have documented the cases of complete
inaction of the structures of MIA, NPU and prosecutor’s office in the issues of investigation of the destructions
of buildings caused by the shelling, the cases of disappearances of people and the cases of injuries as a result
of the shelling, detonations of the tripwires and other accidents. On the facts of the shells hitting the residential
buildings in 2014–2015 the investigative departments of the National Police opened only 8 criminal proceedings.
During the airstrike on 2 July 2014, when Stanitsa Luhanska was controlled by IAF of the so-called “LPR”,
a building of the district police department was completely destroyed, the court building sustained serious
damage, the car bridge was detonated. Between 1 and 4 September Stanitsa Luhanska underwent massive
shelling by the illegal armed formations of the so-called “LPR” (IAF of LPR). In several days almost the entire
infrastructure was destroyed and near 300 residential buildings were ruined. In total in two years in Stanitsa
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Luhanska the shelling destroyed and rendered unfit for living 2016 buildings, 300 buildings were destroyed
to the foundation, 95 — destroyed completely.
In Stanitsa Luhanska operates the only checkpoint in Luhansk region through which the residents can
cross from the occupied territories to the controlled one and back. The pedestrian crossing on CIOP is in
dire need of immediate repair. Only in 2016 there were 4 documented accidents connected to the wrecked
condition of the transition. In 2016 CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska” was shelled 36 times by IAF of LPR, as a result
132 people were injured, they received emergency medical care, but 9 of them could not be saved.
The violations of the freedom of movement on CIOP are mainly related to the fact that the people crossing
the line of demarcation are demanded to only show the passports of the residents of Ukraine in breach of
the current regulatory act. Any other documents are often not accepted and the passage is not carried out.
The main claim of the populace to the Ukrainian authorities is that the passage procedures on the controlled
territory are carried out too slowly.
The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska had a long history of growing vegetables with their subsequent sale
to the residents of Luhansk, Alchevsk, Slavyanoserbsk and Stakhanov. Currently the markets are closed for
them, they don’t have the possibility to earn their livelihood by selling their harvested crops.
In most cases when the buildings are temporarily occupied by Ukrainian Armed Forces, the question of payment
for utilities remains unresolved. It is necessary to streamline the contractual relations with utility providers between
MD and MIA of Ukraine and the providers of the utilities, to avoid sending the bills to the owners of the buildings.
Most of the local residents interviewed by the monitors vote for the immediate sending of the weapons
beyond the borders of the settlement. The presence of the military personnel in the settlement essentially
means using the civilians as a “human shield”, which is a cause of death and injuries, as well as destruction
and damage to their property.
At the moment of writing of the report the facts of the military personnel of the battalions “Tornado” and
“Cherni-hiv” (controlled by MIA) bullying the local population were not properly investigated, the full circle of
persons involved in those crimes was not established.
The voting rights of the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska sector were limited by the administrative decisions
of the central state authorities. Most of the electorate of the district couldn’t participate in the election of
President on 25 May 2014, in the election of the Deputies of the Verkhovna Rada on 26 October 2014, and in
the election of the bodies of local self-government on 25 October 2015.
The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district have to overcome 75 km. to apply to Belovodsk district court to
protect their rights. It is necessary to restore the functioning of Stanitsa Luhanska court in Stanitsa Luhanska
and to transfer there all cases concerning Stanitsa from Belovodsk district court.
In 9 months the monitoring groups of KHPG were applied to for the legal assistance by 97 residents of Stanitsa. In total there are 90 episodes in the proceedings, there were 77 applications to the national instances
(SSU and courts) and 74 applications to the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation (IC RF). In view
of the absence or inefficiency of the investigation as of 1 April 2017 79 applications against Russia and Ukraine
were sent to the European Court on Human Rights.
The report formulates the recommendations on how to improve the situation with human rights in Stanitsa
Luhanska and other populated areas situated along the line of demarcation.
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Part 1

Geography of the monitoring
While determining the territory to be researched it included the settlements on the territory of which there
were hostilities, as well as the territories bordering the zone of hostilities and located in the hit area of various
weapons.
As of May 2014 the following settlements were controlled by illegal armed formations of the s.-c. “LPR”
(hereafter — IAF of LPR):

Blue line — a conditional separation of control zones between UAF and IAF of LPR as of May 2014
The territory of Stanitsa Luhanska district is marked by red color

The map of control over the territories, provided by the media center of NSDS is not entirely true to the real
state of control over the territories as of May 2014.
Such conclusion was made as a result of analysis of the media messages about the events in the
settlements of the region, as well as in the direct communication with the local residents. In particular,
neither Novoaydar, nor Belovodsk and Krasnaya Talovka have spent even a single day under the control
of IAF of LPR.
As of 1 April 2017 the line of demarcation of the control over the territories goes along Severskiy Donets
riverbed from the state border with RF to the village of Krymske of Novoaydar district and then turns from the
river to the town of Zolote.
Thus we attributed to Stanitsa Luhanska sector the following settlements that in 2014 were in the zone of
control of IAF of LPR or on the territory of which there were hostilities:
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Control over the population
points:

Territory under conditional
control of terrorists
Territory under
control of terrorists
The largest block posts
on entrances to cities or on roads

Existing

Destroyed
Clashes
with terrorists

Border:
Border areas
under the control of Ukraine
Places of armed clashes
between the Border Guard
service of Ukraine
and terrorists
Areas where it took place
«referendum»
by separation

Settlement

Founded

Area, km²

Population

Olkhove settlement

1884

5,26

3114

Bolotenne village

1899

1,07

87

Valuyske village

1899

65,1

3996

Makarovo village

1905

1,17

1786

Size village

1950

0,77

14

Verkhnya Olkhova village

1917

2,93

464

Maslinove village

1953

0,69

73

Nizhnya Olkhova village

1917

3

825

Plotina village

1953

3,71

764

Pshenichne village

1953

0,95

209

Garasimovka village

1761

5,15

785

Kolesnikovka village

1951

2,44

155

Kamyshnoye village

1886

4,96

732
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Settlement

Founded

Area, km²

Population

Yuganovka village

1895

0,63

39

Artema village

1930

1,75

734

Nyzhneteple village

1918

2,8

2096

Peschane village

1928

0,28

20

Petrovka uts.

1684

5,82

5373

Stanitsa Luhanska uts.

1688

14,6

14543

Teple village

1936

4,14

920

Stepove settlement

1929

0,83

184

(data as of 2013)

The map of the populated areas of Stanitsa Luhanska sector on the territory of which in the period 2014–
2017 there were gross violations of HR related to the development of armed conflict:

Blue line — control over the territories as of February 2017
The populated areas that were researched by the monitoring groups
are marked with red color
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Part 2

Chronology of the events
In March-April 2014 in Stanitsa Luhanska there were a few rallies of the supporters of the “Russian spring”.
In the late April 2014 a roadblock of IAF of “LPR” was created on the bridge across Severskiy Donets river. At the
same time the representatives of IAF of “LPR” took under control the district state administration and appointed their own s.-c. “district administrator”.
In the early May 2014 the activists of “Russian Spring” conducted active work on preparing the organization
of referendum on 11 May.

Photo 1

On 11 May in most of the settlements of Stanitsa Luhanska district were opened the polling stations and the
“polling” took place.
In June in Stanitsa Luhanska there were hostilities for the control over the settlement. On 15 June a bridge
was blown up near the monument to prince Igor, the movement along the route to Luhansk was blocked.
On 2 July the UAF Air Force carried out an airstrike directed at Stanitsa Luhanska. 9 people were killed,
11 more were injured. The second car bridge was blown up. The building of district police department was destroyed completely, the court building sustained heavy damage.
The speaker of the information center of NSDS Andrey Lysenko assured that the shelling of Stanitsa was
carried out by IAF of “LPR” — “...a “Grad” system was captured and there is a documented confirmation that
Stanitsa was shelled by that same system”... Subsequently ATO headquarters had to admit that the airstrike
was made by Ukrainian aircraft.
During June-August 2014 Stanitsa periodically “changed ownership”.
On 18 August 2014 Stanitsa Luhanska was taken from IAF of “LPR” and was taken under control of Ukrainian
government, Ukrainian flag was placed on the building of Stanitsa Luhanska town council.
On 19 August IAF of “LPR” resumed their control over Stanitsa Luhanska.
On 21 August ATO forces liberated Stanitsa Luhanska again.
Between 1 and 4 September Stanitsa Luhanska underwent massive shelling by Russian Federation and IAF
of “LPR”. In several days almost all infrastructure of the settlement was destroyed.
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In 2015 almost all institutions of Stanitsa Luhanska resumed their functioning.
In the autumn 2015 in Stanitsa was opened a point of crossing through the line of demarcation.
Up until now the shelling of Stanitsa Luhanska doesn’t stop. The southern and south-eastern parts of the
settlement suffered the most.
Since Autumn 2016 there are attempts to part the weapons of the conflict participants in Stanitsa Luhanska,
but the agreements about the retreat were thwarted several times.

STANITSA LUHANSKA
The settlement was founded by the Cossacks and runaway peasants in 17th century. The town is towered
by a bar-row on which there was a guard post. In 1684 that town was destroyed by Crimean Tatars, but it was
restored soon after. Since 1719 the documents for the first time contained the name Stanitsa Luhanska. After thwarting the Cossack-peasant rebellion of Condratiy Bulavin that settlement became the western border
of the lands of Don Army.
In 1775 the Cossacks of Stanitsa Luhanska left their homes, unable to withstand the hardships associated
with the constant confrontation with the tsar’s troops.
In 1827 most of the town burned down during the big fire.
Up until October 1917 Stanitsa Luhanska didn’t have any medical institutions. The first hospital was opened
in Stanitsa Luhanska in 1922.
In 1923 the settlement became the center of newly created Stanitsa Luhanska district of Don province.

Photo 2

The creation of railroad line Moscow-Donbass had a great importance, in 1932 there was built a sorting station Kondrashevska-Nova, a locomotive and train car depot and other services.
In 1936 a local hospital opened. Ambulatory was re-equipped to become a clinic. In early 1976 there opened
a rail-road hospital with 100 beds and a polyclinic.
In 1964 a music school was opened. In 1970-s — a children’s and youth’s sports school.
As of pre-war 2013 14,5 thousand people lived in Stanitsa Luhanska.
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Part 3

Victims among the civilians
The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district who died
as a result of the shelling
According to the data collected by the monitors, in the period between May 2014 and the end of 2017 no less
than 38 district residents died in the settlements of Stanitsa Luhanska district (the data continue to be specified).
The grossest case of the violations of human rights for Stanitsa Luhansk district was the events of 2 July
2014. 10 people were killed as a result of an airstrike, including Vanya, a 5-year-old boy.
Ostrovskogo Street with all residential and non-residential buildings was destroyed by the air force practically to the foundation.
Both sides of the conflict still deny their involvement in the events of July 2014.
The representatives of Human Rights Center “Memorial” (RF) were the first to visit Stanitsa Luhanska in July
2014 right after the airstrike hit the town. Here’s how Oleg Orlov, one of the human rights monitors, describes
what he saw: “...On 2 July first Russian, and then Ukrainian media reported that the settlements of Luhanska
and Stara Kondrashevska underwent shelling. Russian media maintained that the shelling was conducted by
Ukrainian Air Force
The information of Ukrainian media was inconsistent. Thus, in the evening of 2 July the Deputy Commander
of Operational Command “Pivnich” on work with personnel, colonel Vladimir Yatsenyuk, reported that “the
departments of ATO forces located in Luhansk region didn’t shell the settlements of Stanitsa Luhansk district...
On the next day there were new mutually exclusive statements. The representative of Information Center of
Council for national security and defense of Ukraine Andriy Lysenko stated on the briefing that “the militants
insidiously shelled the residential blocks of Stanitsa Luhanska”. According to him, “The terrorists blamed the
Air Forces for that strike, but in reality Ukrainian air force didn’t carry out any missions in that region”. Lysenko
didn’t deny that Ukrainian army made strikes near the town that day: “On 2 July as a result of the strikes of the
forces of ATO the positions of the terrorists were destroyed on Zmeina mountain, near the settlement of Stanitsa
Luhanska of Luhansk region”.

Photo 3
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On the same day Lysenko reported that “Ukrainian enforcers captured the “Grad” system that was used by
the militants to shell Stanitsa Luhanska, as a result some of the civilians died”.
At the same time the accusations appeared in Ukrainian media concerning the Russian air force. Like, no
wonder that the subversive groups destroyed the last Ukrainian radar station in the area of Russia-Ukraine border in the village of Melovoy with mortar fire on 2 July...
...There were two zones of complete destruction in the settlement. The first strike targeted the blocks situated
around the building of DDIA. Six residential buildings on Moscow-Donbass street were completely or partially
destroyed, several houses sustained serious damage. DDIA building was also damaged, — according to the local residents, because of the effective ceasing of functioning of police the building stood empty for a long time,
the doors were locked.
We were able to interview three of the owners of the two half-ruined houses. They stated that the strike came
from an aircraft around 10:30. Six funnels from the explosions (near 2 meters in diameter, from 70 cm to 1,5 meters deep, depending on the hardness of the soil) surrounded the front of DDIA building with a wide half-circle...
The local residents reported that two men died that morning in that district. The second strike that day was
carried out around 12 am on Ostrovskogo Street in Stara Kondrashovska, there 9 residential buildings were
destroyed or sus-tained a serious damage, not counting the outbuildings, garages, barns. Several people were
injured, three people were heavily injured, one woman’s leg was torn off.
The strike targeted a large residential block, there were no military objects around and, according to the
local resi-dents, there weren’t ever. The words of the representative of the information center of Council of national security and defence of Ukraine, Andriy Lysenko, that the militants of LPR shelled Stanitsa Luhanska from
the “Grad” system, could not be considered anything other than an attempt of disinformation. The strikes on
the settlements of Luhanska and Stara Kondrashovska can’t be justified by any considerations of military necessity. They definitely contradict the norms of international humanitarian law, such actions constitute a crime...»
Below are several fragments of the interviews with the victims, collected by the monitors during their visits
to the territory of the district.
From the interview with О*, whose husband died during the air strike on Ostrovskogo Street in Stanitsa
Luhanska: “Around 10 am a plane bombed the police. At first we did not understood what was happening.
We heard the hum-ming. Then we saw the planes. The entire street dashed out to look. How could we know that
our entire life was about to crash...
Suddenly the noise became louder, and at 10:45 the bombs started falling on our street. Everything started
to burn outside. Our neighbor held her 5-year-old son in her arms, Vanechka wasn’t even 5 years old then, he
was alive for some time, but he died. His father died at once.
It was a horrible day. 10 people died instantly. Almost everyone remained without homes.
Two neighbors, my husband and I were standing near our yard. Then at once there was an explosion and
dust. We couldn’t hear or see anything. When the dust settled there were dead bodies around and everyone was
weeping.
The neighbors with whom we were standing died. Their bodies without heads and limbs were thrown into a
neighbor’s garden.
I didn’t see my husband at first: among the dead or the living. The blast wave has thrown my husband’s body
on an apricot tree across several yards. I couldn’t stay home another second... I took my daughter and left after
the funeral...”
From the interview with L*: “My wife and I were home. Usually when we heard the shelling start we descended into the basement. That time something unbelievable came.
I was working in the garden while she went outside to get water. As soon as she left there was this horrible
hum-ming. I dashed from the yard to stop her. But it was too late. After the explosion there was a cloud of dust
and I couldn’t see or hear anything.
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When the dust settled I saw my wife lying face down on the ground. I ran up to her... but she was already
dead...”
From the interview with a victim: “On 2 July 2014 near 11 am my wife, our adult son and I were home. We heard
the noise of a plane, we understood that it worked a bit further from our home. Then we understood that Ostrovskogo was bombed.
Well, one of the shells landed in the yard of our home. The explosion started a fire in the house. I was wounded by a shard, therefore I couldn’t dash from the house quickly to hide. I remained inside.
My wife ran outside, shocked, and ran towards our summer shower hoping to hide there. She was killed by
the shards on her way there...
When everything calmed down a bit my son and I started to dig the rubble to get my wife. We tried our best ...
but it was too late. She probably died instantly.
Our house burnt down completely then. You can go and look... I visit there very rarely... I don’t have anything
to do there anymore...
We started to call the “ambulance”. There was no connection. It is normal for us during the shelling. Well, the
neighbors took me to the hospital themselves because I was hit pretty hard...»
From the interview with D*: «On 29 August 2014 my mom was tending the garden. Near 8:30, I was in the
house back then, I heard rumbling, the sound of shattered glass, and in several seconds — my mom’s loud
scream. I ran out-side and saw her unconscious and bloodied. The neighbors and relatives ran to administration in the center of the town to call the ambulance. But there we were told that the hospital building was destroyed and there were no cars. Then I had to gather all the necessary documents and things to transport my
mother to a nearest hospital in my own car”.
From the interview with a deceased’s son: “When it all happened everyone was shocked, of course. The people started running outside, searching for one another. Everyone was thrown apart by the blast wave. There was
blood and remains of those that were alive a second ago everywhere.
I ran to look for my folks. My father was almost fine. But we couldn’t find mom at first. She was thrown towards the garden. She was already dead. Her head and leg were torn off... I still can’t let go of that horror... it is
worse than what they show you in horror movies...“
The closest medical institution was in Starobelsk. There was only one surgeon around. He arrived to the car,
examined my mother, made two painkiller injections and advised to go to Belovodsk. After a considerable distance between the settlements we arrived to the hospital around 11 am, that is, in two and a half hours after the
wounds were inflicted. As a result of the injuries my mother died on the fifth day in the hospital”.
From the interview with the wife of a resident of Stanitsa Luhanska who died during the shelling: “It happened on 2 September 2014. They were shooting massively back then. But the people were so used to the sound
of shelling that they didn’t descend into the basements for nothing.
That day I woke up, as usual, packed my things and went to work. My husband was also going to go to work.
As soon as I arrived his fellows called in an hour and told me that my husband died. I ran towards the forest
area. He worked there. I didn’t believe. I thought it was a mistake. I arrived and saw him just lying there in the
yard... there was no sense in providing assistance anymore...
His fellows and I started to call the police and the ambulance. Nobody could arrive because of the shelling.
We waited for help until 10 pm. Nobody arrived.
My friend said he had a trailer. We put my husband there and transported him to morgue... There the representatives of police surveyed him... We buried him the next day. Brought him to the graveyard from the
morgue...”
On 30 May 2014 during the shootout between UAF and IAF of “LPR” near the border service died a local
resident of 1970 birth year.
On 14 June 2014 a bus in which L*, was going underwent artillery shelling on the bridge across Severskiy
Donets river. A local resident L*1975 birth year died on the spot.
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On 15 June 2014 a local resident of 1992 birth year died of the shrapnel wounds he received as a result of the
shelling. Another local resident of 1962 birth year died on the same day.
On 27 July 2014 a local resident D* of 1986 birth year died as a result of a shell hitting a bus.
On 6 August 2014 P* 1959 birth year died because of a shell detonating in the yard of her house.
On 11 August 2014, Sh* 1980 birth died after driving her car over a disguised mine on the National Guard
road-block year.
On 14 August 2014 a local resident, Z* died in a shoot-out for Stanitsa.
On 18 August 2014 a married couple Ts* died of shrapnel wounds because of the shelling.
On 18 August 2014 S* died of shrapnel wounds.
On 18 August 2014 Sh* died of the injuries received because of the rubble as a result of the shelling.
On 21 August 2014 Ch*, 1940 birth year, died as a result of the shelling from “Grad”.
On 31 August 2014 K* died of the mortar shelling of a bus.
On 2 September 2014 a mother and son died because of an air strike.
On 2 September 2014 L* died of a shrapnel wound on his workplace in the forest area
On 3 September 2014 A* 1953 birth year died because of artillery shelling.
On 3 September 2014 М*1989 birth year died of shrapnel wound to the head on his work place.
On 5 December 2014 the married couple of T* died of shrapnel wounds in the yard of their house.
On 8 September 2015 S*1980 birth year died because of the shelling.
On 29 August 2014 RSVF “Grad” shelled Kraynia Street in Stanitsa Luhanska. as a result of the shelling
a resident of the town, К*, died.
On 19 November 2014 a 59-year-old nurse of the local hospital died because of the shelling from heavy artillery, another woman’s arm was torn off.
On 22 January 2015 an elderly married couple died on Kataeva Street as a result of the shelling.
On 27 June 2015 a resident of the town died on Donetska Street during the shelling.
Deceased on 2 June 2014 of airstrike on Ostrovskogo Street in Stanitsa Luhanska:
Mironenko V. D.;
А., 03.08.1949 birth year;
Yermilov Vanechka, 01.07.2009 birth year, died with his father.;
Yermilov V. N., 1967 birth year, died with his son;
Ivanov S. S., 1981 birth year;
Kalugin M. F., 01.04.1963 birth year;
Perebeynos A. V., 1968 birth year;
Shamardin D. A., 05.09.1969 birth year;
Kirnosova L. D.;
Hagemon T. V.;
Rybak A. N., 4 years.

The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district injured
because of the shelling
According to the data collected by the monitors, in the period between May 2014 and late 2017 no less than
38 residents of the district died in the populated areas of Stanitsa Luhanska district (the data continue to be
specified).
Below are some of the fragments of interviews with the victims.
In the morning of 29 August 2014 А* was doing chores with her husband on the territory of their household.
Suddenly the shelling started, allegedly from RSVF “Grad”. two shells fell in the victim’s yard.
On the violations of human rights in the zone of armed conflict in Luhansk region. Stanitsa Luhanska sector
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From the interview: “In the morning I went to the yard from the house. The morning was quiet and clear.
Suddenly the shells fell in the yard.
No sounds foretold that, therefore we didn’t hide and were doing the regular stuff. The next thing I remember, I opened my eyes and realized I was lying on the ground. The dust was in the air so that nothing could be
seen. We were hit by the smell of gunpowder and dust. I heard my husband’s voice who was calling me, but
I couldn’t stand up be-cause I was wounded. The shards hit my entire body. I couldn’t even call for help. My husband found me, helped me up and brought me to a shelter.
The shelling ended quickly and my husband ran to the garage to get his car, but it was heavily damaged
because of the shelling.
Then he ran to look for a car in the town, to bring me to the hospital. One of the neighbors brought me in his
car to the nearest roadblock, where I was provided with first aid, and from there I was transported to a hospital
in Starobelsk.
Our house was also seriously damaged as a result of this shelling. The shards went through the entire room.
The repair of the house requires huge costs. We don’t have money. Furthermore, after the injuries my health was
really weakened. Now the rains eroded the ceiling and it fell on the floor. The house is unfit for living anymore.
In the yard a part of one of the shells was sticking out, judging by its angle and the damage we realized that
it was shot from around the village of Belotenne, from the eastern part”.
On 16 January 2015 around 6 pm there was a shelling of the village of Nyzhne of Stanitsa Luhanska district.
As a result the flat of О* with all the items, household appliances and documents was destroyed. The house became completely unfit for the further living. As a result of the shelling the owner of the flat was heavily wounded
by the shell fragments.
According to the victim the medics didn’t guarantee her relatives that O* would survive after sustaining the
injuries. The same day O*, who was heavily burnt and had multiple piercing wounds of her entire body was
brought to the hospital of Lisichansk.
After the long treatment and a year of rehabilitation О* still couldn’t return to normal life. After O* was discharged from the hospital the volunteers helped her pay for the rent of a room where she lives even now.
The cases of repeated injuries of civilians as a result of the shelling became a frequent phenomenon in the
period of the active stage of ATO on the territory of Stanitsa Luhanska district.
Thus, on 18 August 2014 at 6 am R* was walking the central street of the settlement. At that time suddenly
the shelling started. One of the shells fell near R*, after that the man fell the blood running down his thigh. He
couldn’t get up on his own. The fellow villagers who were passing by called an ambulance that transported him
to the hospital.
From the interview: “On 18 August 2014 at 6:00 I was walking on Lenina Street by the building of the town
council. An artillery shelling started. A shell fell nearby. I fell on the ground, the blood was running down my
thigh. The people called an ambulance. I was brought to CDH where I was treated between 18 and 25 August
2014 diagnosed with: “Mine-blast injury, shrapnel gunshot fracture of the left thigh, bruised wound of left shin.
I was discharged for ambulatory treatment because of the shelling of CDH”.
On 22 July 2015 near 4 am started another shelling of a residential block of the settlement. At that time R*
was home. One of the shells exploded near the man’s house. The shell fragments hit the bed on which R* was
sleeping.
From the interview: “On 22 July 2015 at 4:00 am there was a shelling of the residential blocks of Stanitsa
Luhanska. I was sleeping at home at the time. A shard hit my bed, injuring my right foot with four fragments.
My wife treated and bandaged my foot. We didn’t call the hospital. But on the second day my foot started to
swell. I was hospitalized in Stanitsa Luhanska CDH diagnosed with: “Mine-blast shrapnel injury of the right foot
with the presence of the foreign bodies, fracture of the base of the bone”. I was treated there until 3 August 2015.
I was discharged because of the systemic shelling of CDH.
Just like that. And they say two shells don’t hit the same funnel... They do in Stanitsa...”
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On 11 November 2014 an 18-year-old teenager was wounded.
On 24 November 2014 the town underwent a heavy artillery shelling, one civilian was wounded.
On 27 November 2014 a bus was shelled in Stanitsa Luhanska, a passenger was wounded, one of the mines
hit a construction goods store, four people were wounded, one was hospitalized in a severe condition.
On 15 January 2015 a 64-year-old resident of the district received shrapnel injuries.
On 16 January 2015 a woman was wounded by the fragments of “Grads”.
On 19 January 2015 two residents of the settlement were wounded — a 63-year-old woman and 46-yearold man.
On 9 February 2015 a man was wounded because of the shelling.
On 11 February 2015 Stanitsa Luhanska was shelled by “Grads”. A bank security guard and an employee of
district state administration were wounded.
On 10 May 2015 there was a direct hit to a house on Krasnoarmiyska Street. A house owner was wounded.
On 6 July 2015 a 16-year-old teenager from the village of Nyzhnya Olkhova received gunshot leg wounds.
On 8 July 2015 a local woman received a light shrapnel wound.
On 23 July 2015 a local resident of 1951 birth year was wounded in his own yard.
On 19 August 2015 around 4 pm in the area of CIOP a 50-year-old resident of the village of Valuyske was
wounded from a barrel-attached grenade launcher.
On 24 August 2016 a woman was injured because of the shelling.
On 20 October 2016 a local resident was wounded by mortar shrapnel.
On 15 November 2016 a 10-year-old V* was wounded. A shell hit her house.
On 18 February 2017 around CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska” a man of 1969 year of birth received shrapnel injuries
of the lower extremities.

The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district who suffered
because of detonations of unknown explosive de-vices
Near 1,5 thousand people died in the conflict in the eastern Ukraine, detonated on the landmines and tripwires, the same amount received various levels of injuries. 40% of this number is civilian population of the
populated areas situated close to the frontline.
Before early 2016 97 districts with total area of 1000 hectares were identified with the biggest amount of
shells and landmines. Those districts are mostly situated outside the 15-km buffer zone controlled by the governmental forces.
The demining is not a priority for either side of the conflict, despite the fact that the issue of demining is
now very acute, considering that between early 2016 and 2017 the explosions of the landmines and tripwires
became the main cause of deaths of civilians.
Stanitsa Luhanska district is not an exception. Since the start of hostilities there were documented no less
than 20 cases of detonations of the explosive devices resulting in various levels of damage for civilians
One of the grossest incidents happened on 7 April 2018 in the village of Peschane of Stanitsa Luhanska
district.
As a result of their car hitting a landmine a family of four members died in the explosion: a 57-year-old married couple, their 38-year-old son and his 38-year-old civil wife.
A fragment from the interview with a resident of Stanitsa Luhanska district who received injuries as a result
of the explosion of a “tripwire”.
The victim’s house was heavily damaged several times because of the shelling: “My house suffered the first
time on 13 January 2015. The shelling caused significant damage to my household, because a mine went off
under the windows of our house. The shelling went from the direction of Luhansk.
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The house was damaged the second time on 3 June 2015, then on 28 August, and then two more times in
2016.
It happened to me on 12 September 2015. Near 7 pm I left my house and went towards the forest belt to gather
green branches for my cattle.
When I stepped on the mine I heard a weird noise, like a click, but then immediately after there was an explosion right under my feet. I immediately felt a strong pain in my head, neck, legs, and couldn’t stand up to return
home. Then I started to call for help. Thank God, the people heard me and came for help”.
On 23 September 2015 Т* was wounded during the grazing of cows as a result of explosion on an unidentified explosive device.
The sound of explosion was heard by the local residents, so they came for help. Т* was brought to Stanitsa
Luhanska CDH where he underwent a complicated surgery — skeletal stretching.
In connection with the fact that several months before the explosion Т* received severe shrapnel wound
during the shelling of the settlement and a direct hit of the shell to his own house, his period of restoration
after the injuries was very long and passed with complications. Even now the family of Т* can’t return to the
normal life.
For the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district the winter of 2014 was particularly hard. The residents of the
village of Kryakovka had nothing to heat their houses with: the coal wasn’t brought to the village due to the
constant shelling, and the power line was damaged.
The local residents survived the cold winter only because they were visiting the nearest forest belts and collecting the wood to heat their houses.
On 6 December 2014 in the morning S* with his two friends G* and Ch* went to the nearest forest belt to get
wood.
After half an hour one of the three men returned home severely wounded and told his relatives that there
was an explosion of an unidentified object in the forest and his friends died on the spot.
None of the local residents dared to go to the forest belt to take the bodies of the deceased men.
The wife of S*, one of the deceased men, went to the forest belt on her own to search for her husband’s
body. Several hours later she dragged the body of her deceased husband home.
On 28 June 2015 N* of 1961 year of birth died, having exploded on a landmine.
On 25 June 2015 a 74-year-old woman got serious injuries because of the explosion of an anti-personnel
mine.
On 11 September 2014 on the roadblock near the south-eastern border of Stanitsa Luhanska a civilian car
exploded on a mine, female driver died, a male passenger was injured.
On 23 December 2014 near the graveyard two local residents G* and К* exploded on a grenade. One of them
died on the spot, the other one was hospitalized.
On 27 February 2015 a district resident suffered from the explosion of a disguised tripwire with a grenade.
On 19 May 2015 a man exploded on a tripwire in the forest belt.
On 31 May 2015 a father and his two sons exploded on a tripwire. A 14-year-old teenager and his father died
on the spot from the injuries. The second son received injuries but remained alive.
On 24 July 2015 a local resident was injured when she stepped on a tripwire on the outskirts of Stanitsa
Luhanska.
On 14 September 2015 a woman exploded on a tripwire on Lomonosova Street in the town center.
On 24 September 2015 a shepherd exploded on a tripwire — a local resident.
On 15 October 2015 on Donetska Street two women from Luhansk exploded on an unidentified explosive
device, they received bodily injuries incompatible with life.
On 24 November 2015 a resident of Stanitsa exploded on a tripwire.
On 27 February 2016 two local residents exploded on a tripwire, one man died, the other received injuries.
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The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district
who disappeared in the period
of ATO on the territory of the dis-trict
Almost all citizens who are considered missing were detained by armed persons. Before August 2014 illegal
detentions of the civilians were conducted by the militants of IAF of “LPR”, since the moment of liberation of Stanitsa in August 2014 they are carried out by the military of UAF and the battalions of MIA.
The circumstances of disappearances are identical in both cases — the people are stopped on the roadblock
or in the street for the verification of the documents. None of the disappeared persons were a military persons.
On 12 July 2014 Lukash brothers, Olexandr and Mykola, disappeared on the roadblock in Makarovo.
On 16 July 2014 Vetrov Denis Yurievich, 06.07.1976 birth year, was detained on the roadblock in Stanitsa.
On 10 August 2014 Poroshin Sergiy Mykiolayovich, 23.11.1967 year of birth, disappeared in Stanitsa Luhanska
during the hostilities.
On 27 August 2014 Yeroshenko Olexandr Mykolayovich, 28.06.1965 year of birth. disappeared on the roadblock after the verification of documents.
On 1 September 2014 Bukin Sergiy Volodymyrovich, 22.07.1964 year of birth disappeared after the hostilities
on the outskirts of Stanitsa.
On 10 September 2014 Khristyuk Oleg Vasylievich, 13.03.1963 birth year, left his house, his fate is currently
un-known.
On 17 January 2015 Bespalov Volodymyr Olexandrovich, 04.02.1953 year of birth, was detained by MIA battalion “Chernihiv”. He disappeared.
On 17 January 2015 Razenkov Sergiy was detained by MIA battalion “Chernihiv” along with Bespalov V. A.
He was identified as a deceased in 2015.
On 28 January 2015 Valuyskiy Olexandr Pavlovich, 15.12.1962 year of birth, disappeared after he was detained
by MIA battalion “Chernihiv”.
On 31 January 2015 Matsaev Victor Nikolayevich, 11.07.1967 birth year, disappeared after he was detained by
MIA battalion “Chernihiv”.
On 9 March 2015 Krymtsev Gennadiy Pavlovich, 30.06.1970 year of birthleft his home, his subsequent fate is
un-known.
On 22 March 2015 Gorodovikov Dmitriy Ivanovich, 03.12.1971 year of birth. went missing. The last time he was
seen on the roadblock in Makarovo by MIA battalion “Tornado”. He was identified as a deceased two years since
the day of disappearance.
On 12 July 2014 Kuzmich Ivan Grigoryevich 16.05.1958 year of birth. was driving his car to Luhansk. On the
roadblock in Stanitsa Luhanska he was stopped by the representatives of IAF of “LPR” to check his documents.
Since then he didn’t get in touch.
On 13 October 2014 Bychkov Andriy Leonidovich 14.08.1981 year of birth, stopped communicating when his
house where he lived with his mother, was invaded by people wearing black masks who brought him against his
will in an unknown direction.
On 30 June 2014 Zadorojenko Yevgeniy Volodymyrovich, 1973 year of birth, was detained by IAF of “LPR”.
On 2 August 2015 around 11:00 am left his house and didn’t return Grishenko Vitaliy Anatolyevich 09.01.1982
year of birth, a resident of the village of Valuyskoye.
On 31 August 2017 Petukhov Mykola 1995 year of birth, a resident of the village of Verkhnya Olkhova of Stanitsa
Luhanska district was moonlighting as a loader on CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska”.
The man was earning his existence by helping people bring their bags between CIOP from Ukrainian side and
the check-point on the side of the militants. When the hostilities started in the eastern Ukraine such work was the
only source of income for him and his elderly mother.
On 31 August around 12 am Mykola crossed CIOP from Ukrainian side. Then on the checkpoint on the side of
the militants he was stopped by armed men who started to question him. There are witnesses to this. Then armed
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militants brought Mykola aside. Since then the connection with Mykola Petukhov was lost and his fate is currently
unknown.
On 31 October 2017 around 10-00 am, a resident of Luhansk, Bushuychenko Oleg Stanislavovich, 1969 year
of birth disappeared while crossing CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska”.
He was returning to occupied Luhansk.
The disappearance was a result of the “conversation” with the militants of so-called “LPR” who for some
reason decided to speak with the resident of Luhansk “individually”. After crossing the roadblock of Luhansk
militants Oleg Bushuychenko didn’t contact his family.
On 13 July 2017 the family of 38-year-old Lyudmila Surzhenko, a disabled woman who lived in Luhansk, was
worried that she was abducted by Luhansk militants.
After crossing the CIOP in Stanitsa Luhanska towards the occupied city of Luhansk the woman was detained
on a checkpoint on the side of the militants. The witnesses state that the militants forced her to take all belongings from her bags, and then the militants of “LPR” took the woman’s phone.
On 30 July Lyudmila was freed. Her fingers were broken and she was beaten.

Part 4

Places of illegal deprivation of freedom
of battalions “Tornado”
and “Chernihiv”
The volunteer battalions “Tornado” and “Chernihiv” entered Stanitsa Luhanska on 1 January 2015.
“Chernihiv” was based in the village of Makarovo on Krupskoy Street. By the way, it was also the base
of battalion “Lviv”, but the local residents never had anything against them at all. They even helped.
“Tornado” has mostly taken the railway hospital — tells К* in the interview.
At the same time the searches of the houses of the local residents started with the aim of “search
for the separatists”. From the conversations with the local residents the monitors found out that at first
the soldiers of the battalion took the cell phones from the local men, telling that it was a “verification”
and assuring that the property would be later returned to the district state administration. The seized
property was never returned.
Later the raid to the private houses started. As reported by the locals, they checked everything — from
the bedrooms to the cellars.
The people wearing camouflage and armed with assault rifles broke the doors, entered the private
houses, conducted the searches (without the court’s sanction), “requisitioned” the valuables, humiliated and beat the owners, threatened to shoot them, captured the people outside, on the roadblocks
and took them with bags on their heads to the cellars where they “worked to find separatists” among
the local population.
If the owners were not home — they broke the closed fence gates, doors and windows, and searched
the houses after that.
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Photo 4

Photo 5

“In our acquaintances’ house they searched all the cabinets in and out, picked their things, their lingerie.
They visited our street — and everything was fine. Of course, it doesn’t feel fine when unfamiliar people roam
your house, but they searched in a calm fashion and left”, — tells М*.
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There were cases of bullying with the shots to the air. Several people lodged complaints concerning the robberies to the police department, but the law-enforcement bodies didn’t react.
Many men were taken forcefully from their houses and escorted to the building of railroad hospital in Nova
Kondrashovka. Most of the detained men were allowed to leave, but we found out about the cases of disappearances of people after illegal detention by the battalions’ fighters. In total in period between summer 2014 and
late 2016 we know about 11 cases of disappearances of the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska.

Photo 6

According to the results of the monitoring visits to Stanitsa Luhanska we found out about several places of
illegal detention of local residents by the representatives of volunteer battalions “Chernihiv” and “Tornado”.
They include the railroad hospital in Nova Kondrashovka, “Motobond” store, a service station near the entrance to the town, ware-houses in the center of the town, warehouses of “Kseniya” store.
“I stood up for my acquaintance at the roadblock. They were detaining the persons they deemed necessary
then. Everybody for separatism, as a rule.
In the result they didn’t even listen to both of us. They put black bags over our heads and brought us to
“Motobond”. They held me there for 8 hours. All that time they were conducting the explanatory work concerning the separatism. How they are saving us and we don’t get it. They let me go, and they let my acquaintance
go only after three more days.
At that moment when we were brought to the cellar 7 people were there already. Only among my acquaintances there are 11 people who I know for sure, faced the volunteers’ cellars...”
As a result of the monitoring visits to Stanitsa Luhanska we documented 9 cases of illegal detention of the
local residents. All those detentions were followed by the tortures or ill-treatment of the people by the representatives of the volunteer battalions.
In the early February 2015 on the roadblock in Stanitsa Luhanska an elderly man who, in “Chernihiv”s view,
organized a terrorist act against the soldiers of UAF was detained by the fighters of battalion “Chernihiv”, and
then transferred to the law-enforcement bodies. On 30 March 2016 Svatovskiy district court of Luhansk region
declared a sentence for that resonance case. A 65-year-old resident of the village of Nikolayevka of Stanitsa
Luhanska district, Mykola Ruban, was sentenced to 15 years of imprisonment. In human rights activists’ view,
his guilt was dubious and wasn’t proved adequately.
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“I’ve seen him, this grandpa, who was sentenced for a jar of honey on the roadblock. He was also in the
basement of “Motobond” at the same time when we were detained. First of all, he was heavily beaten. He was
almost naked and barefooted. His clothes were torn. He constantly cried and asked to explain why he was detained. They came to beat him every two hours. Different people each time. When they let N* and me go he was
still there. Other captives too. I don’t know what happened to them after that. When it was known that he was
sentenced to 15 years of imprisonment I was shocked” — tells I.*, a former captive.
In total at the moment there are several dozens of applications to the law-enforcement bodies concerning
the crimes of the participants of the battalion “Tornado”. A similar number — against the fighters of “Chernihiv”. But most of the citizens who faced the so-called “sweeping” refused to describe their stories in writing,
fearing for their safety.
It is wrong to consider such behavior of Ukrainian enforcers widespread. But the actions of the fighters of
the volunteer battalions “Tornado” and “Chernihiv” negatively influence the position of the local population
towards the military and Ukrainian state in general.

Part 5

Shelling and hostilities
on the territory of the settlement
in the assessment of the authorities
and local self-government
The head of the town council, Zinaida Andreevna Gavrish, reported to the monitors (interview of June 2016),
that during the armed conflict 28 residents died in the settlement, 36 were injured, 12 of them were heavily
injured, more than 6,5 thousands people left Stanitsa Luhanska.
According to her, as of June 2016 129 private houses were completely destroyed, 2475 private houses
and apartments in apartment buildings were partially destroyed or damaged. The artillery shelling of 2 July
2014 completely destroyed the police building. The acts are drafted for 202 completely or partially destroyed
houses, in 2015 44 of them were completely rebuilt, 114 more were provided with building materials. All apartments in the apartment buildings were repaired, the windows were restored. It was possible to restore the
housing stock thanks to the help provided by International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), international
non-profitable organization “Mercy Corps”, Norwegian Refugee Council.
School no. 2 and the neighboring former House of Children’s Creativity were destroyed as a result of the artillery shelling by the militants of IAF of LPR in August-September 2014. The building caught fire, it burned from
the inside completely, all school property that was inside was destroyed. According to Zinaida Andreevna, the
positions of Ukrainian artillery were always situated near the school and the school suffered from the return fire
of the IAF of LPR directed at Ukrainian positions.
The hospital that was damaged in 2014 by the fire of IAF of LPR was fully restored by mid-2016 and resumed
functioning. Some of the doctors who earlier left Stanitsa Luhanska returned. While giving a general assessOn the violations of human rights in the zone of armed conflict in Luhansk region. Stanitsa Luhanska sector
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ment of the destructions during the shelling for two years of the conflict the head of town council pointed out
that even during the war of 1941–years the settlement didn’t suffer so much.

Photo 7

The budget was adopted for 2016 that provides for the restoration of the destroyed real estate amounting to
750 thousand hryvnias, but it is not enough, according to the head of the town council.

Photo 8
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According to the head of the town council, before the war near 15 thousand people had lived in the town.
Now no more than 9 thousand people live in Stanitsa Luhanska.
The territory of Stanitsa Luhanska district on the right shore of Severskiy Donets, in particular the populated areas of Nikolaevka village council, remains under the control of IAF of LPR — the villages of Nikolaevka,
Burchak-Mykhaylivka, Lobachovo, Pionerske.
The river shore is riddled with tripwires. Among the local residents there are many who suffered by exploding on mines and tripwires.
The building of town council suffered during the mortar shelling directed at battalion “Chernihiv” that was
based there. The maximum of the destructions of the household in Stanitsa Luhanska, according to the town
head, was caused by the fact that Ukrainian armed forces units were based inside the town.
The acts of damage are drafted for the destroyed houses, verified by the deputies of the local council. Based
on those acts the Norwegian Refugees Committee (NRC) carries out the restoration of the houses.
In 2014 there was no electricity for 5 months. Now gas and electricity supply in Stanitsa is regulated, and
they have their own water — from artesian wells.
The main problem, in the view of the town’s head, is that Ukrainian armed units still haven’t fully left Stanitsa. The central street is blocked by a roadblock situated near the building of the settlement council, It is not
possible to traverse it. Furthermore, in the center of the town the military installed the shields with a message:
“No pas-sage — mines!”.
The former Head of Luhansk RCMA Gennadiy Moskal on 30 September 2014 made a statement that the
administration of security agencies provides an incorrect information about the real situation in Stanitsa Luhanska. “The town of Stanitsa Luhanska that was destroyed as a result of the shelling by the militants, was
left without the state support because of the administration of SSU, — he declared. — the Deputy Head of SSU,
Andriy Levus, sent to the State Pension Fund and State Treasury Service of Ukraine an unreliable letter telling
that there are active hostiloities in the district center. As a result the town and district were disconnected from
the automatic system of Pension Fund and State Treasury. The people remained without pensions, wages and
other monetary payments envisaged by the legislation.
On 2 September as a result of intensive shelling of Stanitsa Luhanska by the militants of IAF of LPR using the
“Grad” systems the town sustained serious damage. The district hospital was destroyed, as well as the school,
the town council, district court, district prosecutor’s office, district police department, essentially the entire
infrastructure. Very few buildings fit for living are left, but there are still a lot of people in the district center that
have nowhere to go”.
Gennadiy Moskal categorically stated that there are no hostilities in Stanitsa Luhanska as of September
2014.
He addressed the head of SSU asking to call off the unreliable letter to the Pension Fund and State Treasury
of Ukraine, conduct an official investigation and punish those responsible, as well as addressed the Cabinet
of Ministers with a request to provide a subvention from the state budget to restore the vital functioning of
Stanitsa Luhanska district, and addressed the charitable organizations — if possible, to provide humanitarian
aid in the form of food and warm clothes.
On 19 November 2014 the former Head of Luhansk RCMA Gennadiy Moskal arrived to Stanitsa to minspect
the work of the local authorities. As a result of the visit Gennadiy Moskal stated that currently a complete
anarchy can be seen there. “There is no hospital, no infrastructure, no court. No police. The people live without
the government. The police fled in disgrace, not protecting the people. The children roam the streets like in the
years of war. They are left without parents”, — he shared his impressions with journalists.
On 1 July 2016 the new Head of Luhansk RCMA Yuriy Garbuz stated that “...300 houses are destroyed to the
foundation in Stanitsa Luhanska, 3000 more are damaged and are unfit for living... The President, Petr Poro
shenko, allocated 3 billion hryvnias to restore the infrastructure of Donbass. Luhansk region will get 1.29 billion
hryvnias of that sum”.
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In Stanitsa Luhanska itself the building of Stanitsa Luhanska town council is arbitrarily occupied by the
military of UAF. There is no rent contract, rent payment and payment for utilities. For two years the town council
received the bills for electricity and water amounting to several hundred thousand hryvnias. The Ministry of
Defence does not react to the applications of the head of Stanitsa Luhanska town council.
The repair of the roads damaged by the shelling requires 100,6 million hryvnias.
In total in two years in Stanitsa Luhanska 2016 houses suffered from the shelling, 395 were completely
destroyed.
As of May 2016 more than 2000 settlers are registered in the town.
The destructions of the infrastructure and the household of Stanitsa Luhanska sector documented by the
monitors are set out in Annex 1. For comparison there are also social and economic characteristics of the researched territory before the start of the armed conflict. Annex 2 contains the review of the cases of shelling of
Stanitsa Luhanska sector by the volley fire systems from the territory of RF.

Part 6

Infrastructure of Stanitsa Luhanska sector
before the start of hostilities and as of
mid-2016
SCHOOLS AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS
As of early 2013 18 pre-school educational institutions functioned in the district, of them 4 establishments
in urban type settlements , 14 establishments in villages.
There were 1374 children in the district between 3 and 6 years old, only 28 of them did not attend educational institutions. 102 teachers worked in pre-school education of the district.
As of early 2013 there were 28 elementary schools in the district, with the total of 4077 pupils. 520 teachers
worked in the schools.
Furthermore, there were 3 out-of-school institutions in the district, they were attended by 1405 children —
CYSS, art and music schools.
Currently 23 schools and 11 pre-school establishment are functioning in Stanitsa Luhanska district.
As of May 2016 only three 11-year schools worked in Stanitsa Luhanska in which there were near 340 pupils.
The pupils and teachers of school no. 2 were temporarily placed in the building of the printing house, as well
as in the building of the kindergarten — the 1st to 6th classes went there.
After the school building burnt down in 2014 some of the pupils were transferred to different schools.
The pupils from the uncontrolled territories are educated in the same school: 8 pupils in 10th grade and 14 in
11th grade. The education goes with the system of external studies, they receive the tasks via e-mail and send
the completed tasks the same way.
It is a mixed school, there are classes on Russian and Ukrainian languages.
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Before the war the school had near 300 pupils, all classes between 1 and 11 spoke both Russian and Ukrainian. During the most intensive shelling in winter 2014–2015 the school switched to distanced education, but
the work didn’t stop, the teachers were coming to work. There are no victims among the pupils of that school.

Photo 9

Two other schools of Stanitsa also suffered — there were hits to the roof, the close explosions shattered
windows. The project of restoration of school no. 2 was prepared for spring 2016. It was expected that the
money for the restoration would be included in the budget. The school’s material base was in satisfactory
condition. Part of the books was saved in the library, the missing was replenished by volunteers (volunteer organization “New Donbass”) and donations of other school of entire Ukraine. The sports inventory was refilled
thanks to the humanitarian aid, the Ukrainian soldiers from 128th brigade also helped with this. The nutrition
for the children was organized once a day, all children from 1st to 11th class received free dinners. The school
didn’t have its own kitchen, so the food was brought from school no. 1.
The school doesn’t have a shelter in case of a new shelling. But all the children know perfectly what to do in
that case, where to go and how to act.
Up to 2014 30 children’s health camps functioned on the territory of the district.

HEALTH INSTITUTIONS
35 polyclinics and ambulatories worked on the territory of Stanitsa Luhanska district before the start of
hostilities. In Stanitsa itself there were three medical institutions that could admit 330 patients for in-patient
treatment. In pre-war period near 2500 patients had in-patient treatment in a year.
Currently the in-patient unit can admit up to 300 patients. 122 doctors work in the hospital, 275 representatives of medium medical staff.
Before the start of hostilities a sanatorium and dispensary worked in the settlement.
The hospital and its territory underwent shelling numerous times. A particularly powerful shelling was on
24 August 2014. All windows were shattered in the hospital, 10 meters of stationary block were damaged.
22 funnels appeared around the building and there were two hits to the roof.
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Photo 10

Since 1 April 2015 the hospital switched to round-the-clock duty.
The staff — near 300 people, the hospital is capable to treat up to 1000 patients. The total amount of beds —
200, 60 more — in its branch in Petrovka. At different times in 2016 between 20% and 70% of the beds were
taken, and in pre-war period (2013) — up to 100%. Near 120 inpatients remain in the hospital every day, but not
all of them stay for the night, because they are afraid that looters may come to their houses in their absence.

Part 7

Voting rights and the right
to participate in the local self-government
of the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska sector
The implementation of the voting rights of the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska sector in the three years of
armed conflict was limited by administrative decisions of the central state authorities.
Thus, at the elections of the President on 25 May 2014 the election commissions in Stanitsa Luhanska district did not receive the bulletins, therefore the electorate of the district didn’t have the possibility to participate in the election of the President of Ukraine. Meanwhile, in the most parts of the district the election commissions were created and conducted work to prepare for election, and the Central Election Commission (CEC)
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sent to the district commission the bulletins for voting in the district (essentially, as of May 2014, IAF of “LPR”
controlled 12 of 49 populated areas of the district situated in the forest belt along Severskiy Donets river).
At the extraordinary elections of the Verkhovna Rada deputies on 26 October 2014 the district commission
of 114 district decided on its own not to create the precinct commissions in Stanitsa Luhanska district, in relation to which the electorate of the district couldn’t participate in the election of the deputies of Verkhovna Rada
of Ukraine (the territory of Stanitsa Luhanska district, except the settlements of Nikolaevka village council, was
taken under control of UAF back in August 2014).
At the election of the deputies of the local councils on 25 October 2015 the decision about a possibility to
implement the voting rights of the citizens who live in the zone of ATO (including Stanitsa Luhanska district)
was taken by CEC.
That’s how that decision was taken.
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on 14 July 2015 adopted the new edition of Law of Ukraine “On local election”,
the transitional provisions of which state that “...regular local election ... of the deputies of regional councils,
district, city district, city, small town, village councils and the election of city, small town, village heads on the
territory of Donetsk and Luhansk regions, scheduled for October 25, 2015, are not conducted due to temporarily occupation by the Russian Federation and armed aggression upon Ukraine and the impossibility to ensure
the compliance to the standards of election of Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe. The list of
administrative-territorial units in which the local election scheduled for 25 October 2015 will not take place is
determined by Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine in the provision on appointing the local elections...”
On 17 July 2015 even before the new edition of the Law of Ukraine “On local election” entered into force,
Verkhovna Rada adopts the Ruling no. 645-VIII “On appointing the regular election of the deputies of local
councils and village, small town and city heads in 2015”, in which it limited the organization of election procedures in the separate populated areas of Donetsk and Luhansk regions in which a special order of local selfgovernment is introduced and which are recognized as temporarily occupied territories under the Ruling of
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of 17 March 2015 no. 252-VIII “On recognition of the separate districts, cities, towns
and villages of Donetsk and Luhansk regions as temporarily occupied territories”.
The list of administrative-territorial units, under that provision, contains the populated areas controlled by
IAF of the so-called “DPR” and “LPR”. The ruling did not contain any other list of populated areas situated on
the territory of Donetsk and Luhansk region, controlled by Ukrainian Government.
On 11 August 2015 CEC was forced to adopt the explanation no. 176 “on appointing the separate district, city,
city district, small town, village councils of Donetsk and Luhansk regions that lack the possibility to conduct the
regular election of the deputies, village, small town and city heads and the first election of the deputies of the
village, small town and city councils unified territorial communities and corresponding village, small town and
city heads on 25 October 2015”, in which it offered to the regional civil and military administrations of Donetsk
and Luhansk regions to take the responsibility for the safety of preparation and conducting the election on the
territories related to ATO zone that did not appear in the ruling of Verkhovna Rada no. 252-VIII of 17 March 2015,
pointing out the deadlines for the preparation and lodging the submissions to CEC in case of impossibility to
ensure the compliance with the requirements of the Law “On local election” in Donetsk and Luhansk regions in
the issues of cooperation in organization of the necessary election procedures.
Such submissions of Luhansk CMA were prepared and sent to the Central Election Commission, and already
on 29 August CEC adopts the ruling no. 208 “On impossibility to conduct the regular election of the deputies
of the separate district, city, city district, village and small town councils in Luhansk region and corresponding village, small town and city heads on 25 October 2015”, in which, referring to the information prepared by
Luhansk CMA on the impossibility to conduct the election of the local self-government bodies in the populated
areas situated on the line of demarcation or in its immediate vicinity, with compliance with the standards of
election of Organization on Security and Cooperation in Europe, it approves the list of local councils of Luhansk
region in which the conduction of election is considered impossible.
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Thus, both Verkhovna Rada and CEC transferred some of the responsibility for determining the territories
on which the election of the local councils will not take place, to CMA of Donetsk and Luhansk regions with
wording “...the submissions were received... with a list... of the councils..., that according to the statements
of civil and military ad-ministration gave them reasonable cause to consider it impossible to guarantee the
lawfulness and order from the side of the government, freedom of pre-election campaigning and other rights
and freedoms of the voters during the regular local election on 25 October 2015 on the territory of the corresponding councils...”.
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The following local councils were pointed out in Stanitsa Luhanska district in which the election was considered impossible by CEC:
Petrovka and Stanitsa Luhanska town councils, Valuyske, Olkhova, Garasimove, Kamyshnyanskiy, Nizhnetenlovskiy, Peredelskiy, Teplovskiy and Shirokovskiy village councils.
Stanitsa Luhanska district council somehow didn’t make that list, but the election of the deputies of the
district council were not held. On the CEC site on the page “Local election-2015” was published the information
that the repeated election to Stanitsa Luhanska district council are scheduled for 27.12.2015 .
As of summer 2015 there were no changes to the line of control over the territories in Stanitsa Luhanska
district, furthermore, the functioning of various state structures was finally restored in the populated areas of
the district. The safety issue could be considered regarding the territories bordering the line of demarcation no
more than 10 km wide, that could include no more than 7 populated areas, because of the location within reach
of various weapons from the uncontrolled territory. Other factors concerning the safety of elections could not
be found.
Thus, the voting rights of the residents of the above-mentioned populated areas of Stanitsa Luhanska district were unreasonably limited.
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As of February 2017 the election to Stanitsa Luhanska district council were not held, the election to 10 village and small town councils mentioned above weren’t held either. Currently the reasoning against conducting
the election to the local councils of Stanitsa Luhanska sector shifted from the issues of safety to the issues of
decentralization.

Part 8

Some of the issues of decentralization
The President’s decree no. 123/2015 of 05.03.2015 created the civil and military administration of Stanitsa Luhanska district instead of the district state administration. Also the President’s decree no. 329/2016 of
11.08.2016 created the civil and military administration of the villages of Nizhnya Olkhova, Verkhnya Olkhova,
Malinove, Plotina and Pshenichne of Stanitsa Luhanska district, that under the Law of Ukraine “On civil and
military administrations” lead to the termination of powers of Olkhova village council.
No other civil and military administrations were created in Stanitsa Luhanska district, accordingly, the representative bodies of Valuyske district council, Garasimovske district council, Kamyshnyanskiy district council,
Olkhova district council, Teplovskiy district council, Nyzneteplovskiy district council, Petrovka town council and
Stanitsa Luhanska town council kept their powers. They will keep their powers before the election of the new
deputies of those councils, or in case of creation of the corresponding civil and military administrations on the
territories of those representative bodies.
This situation significantly narrows the citizens’ rights to deal with the issues of the local importance on
their own, guaranteed by the state, as well as contradicts with pt. 2 of Art. 3 of the Law of Ukraine “On local
self-Government in Ukraine” which directly prohibits any limitations of the rights of the citizens of Ukraine to
participate in the local self-government.
In the process of implementation of the Concept of reform of the local self-government and the territorial
organization of the power in Ukraine the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved “The perspective plan of the
forming of the territories of communities in Luhansk region”, in accordance with which it is proposed to form
3 territorial communities from the populated areas of Stanitsa Luhanska district: Stanitsa Luhanska — from the
populated areas of Valuyskiy, Kamyshnyanskiy, Olkhova village and Stanitsa Luhanska town councils, on the
territories of which live 26 424 citizens;
Shirokovska — from the populated areas of Garasimovskiy, Krasnotalovskiy Rozkvitnenskiy, Talovskiy,
Chutinskiy and Shirokovskiy village councils, on the territories of which live 6656 citizens;
Schastyenska — from the populated areas of Velikochernihivskiy, Nyzhneteplovskiy, Peredelskiy, Petrovka, Teplovskiy, Chervonozhovtneviy village councils, as well as Raygorodskiy, Tryokhizbenskiy village council
an Schastyinskiy town council of Novoaydar district, on the territories of which live 31 098 citizens.
These issues mast pass the discussion by the residents of the populated areas, be approved by the representative bodies of those territories and by Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. As of March 2017 the information on the
reformatting of the administrative formations of the district is not available.
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Part 9

The right to access to justice
Before June 2014 Stanitsa Luhanska district court administered justice in the regular mode. The last decision was delivered by Stanitsa Luhanska district court on 27 June 2014. Since the late May 2014 the hostilities
started on the outskirts of Stanitsa Luhanska, by the mid-June they reached the town itself. Since 30 June 2014
the representatives of Stanitsa Luhanska court for security reasons made a decision to temporarily terminate
the administration of justice in the conditions of hostilities in the immediate vicinity of Stanitsa Luhanska.
The justice was administered by 5 judges, Stanitsa Luhanska court was headed by Rodionov S. А. During MayJune 2014 Stanitsa Luhanska district court deliv-ered onloy 4 sentences in the criminal cases.
On 2 September 2014 SSCU of Ukraine adopted the ruling no. 27/0/38-14 on changing the territorial jurisdiction of the cases of Stanitsa Luhanska district court and redefined the jurisdiction for Novopskovskiy district
court. And on 25.01.2016 by the decision no. 6/0/38-16 SSCU again redefines the territorial jurisdiction of
cases of Stanitsa Luhanska district court, this time — to Belovodskiy district court.
Currently the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska district have to overcome 75 km to appeal to Belovodskiy district court to protect their rights.

Photo 11

Public organization “Stanitsa Luhanska center of legal information and legal assistance” addressed the
Human Rights Commissioner of Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, Valeria Lutkovska, asking for cooperation in dealing with the issue of restoration of the functioning of Stanitsa Luhanska district court, reasoning that the
district residents “...face the issue of access to justice. The remoteness of the nearest court that could be appealed to for protection of their rights complicates the possibility to comply with the deadlines, and the cost of
passage does not allow to be present on every court hearing. “As of now the bodies of state authority, bodies
of local self-government, police and prosecutor’s office resumed their functioning in Stanitsa Luhanska town
and district. Meanwhile the functioning of Stanitsa Luhanska district court isn’t restored currently, that makes
it impossible for the different layers of population, including the socially unprotected citizens, to appeal to the
court for protection and restoration of their rights and freedoms, guaranteed by the Constitution and the Laws
of Ukraine”, state the authors of the application.
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Part 10

Crossing the line of demarcation:
the work of CIOP
In June 2015 SSU developed the procedure for crossing of the line of demarcation, to try to regulate the issues of moving the citizens from the occupied territory and back.
The concept of Temporary procedure of crossing the Line of Demarcation (TPCLD) defines the following principles of controlling the movement:
• prevention of the terrorism;
• prevention of the subversive and reconnaissance activity of the foreign structures;
• ensuring the rights of Ukrainian citizens to leave the uncontrolled territories;
• strengthening the control over the movement of people, vehicles and cargo (goods) to the uncontrolled
territories.
For the citizens who cross the line of demarcation (LD) the control regime is established under pt. 1 of Art. 2
of the Provision on the border regime, (the passport of the citizen of Ukraine; foreign passport of the citizen of
Ukraine; diplomatic passport; service passport; sailor ID; service identification; driver’s license or any other
document issued by a state body that has such necessary requisites surname, name and patronymic, the photograph, the signature of an authorized official, the stamp of the institution that issued the document, issue
date; for the foreigners — the national passport or the document that substitutes it). The same list of the documents is given by the site of the Border Service. The citizens have to receive the pass for crossing the LD by filling in the application either in Coordination Groups in SMS or on the SSU site; after the verification such pass
gives the right to cross the LD on any CIOP. After entering the information about the citizen in the electronic
database of the CIOP the citizens must have the right of the unobstructed passage.
The control over the crossing of LD is carried out by the roadblocks (RB), check-in/out points (CIOP), checkpoints (for railroad transits). Crossing of the LD goes along the transport corridors.
The border detail on the so-called zero RB (the first roadblock in the transport corridor on route from the
uncontrolled territories to the controlled ones) has the right under TPCLD to make an independent decision to
“temporary limit (prohibit) the movement of vehicles, cargo (goods) and people that breach the order of movement from the un-controlled territory, and transfer them to the competent bodies”.
TPCLD sets out the procedure for identification of the officials on CIOP — para. 2.6 envisages «...the representatives of all bodies and services of Ukraine in the performance of official duties must have their service
identifications and representative cards...”
Paragraph 2.9 of TPCLD envisages “...In case of a violation of the regime of ceasefire (gunfire, shelling from
artillery systems, rocket systems of volley fire, information about the activities of SRG) from the side of illegal
armed formations or immediate shelling of the corridor, the RB is allowed with a decision of the commander of
operational-tactical group, with notice being sent to operative headquarters on managing the ATO, to block the
movement direction”.
The work time of the roadblocks is round-the-clock; CIOP carries out the passage procedures in the day time
(in summer between 6 am and 8 pm; in winter between 8 am and 5 pm). The exact time of switching to the summer mode is determined by ATO headquarters.
On RB and CIOP the examinations of vehicles and cargo (goods) must be carried out на with the aim of locating the prohibited items — para. 3.2 “...the verification of the person who crosses the roadblock, search for the
prohibited items and materials (weapons, ammo, explosives, drugs etc.); locating and detaining the persons
suspected or accused of commission of criminal offences or those who hide from the bodies of law and order,
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investigation, court or evading criminal punishment, and stolen vehicles; prevention of the terrorists leaving
the zone of ATO and their partners entering such territory etc.”

Photo 12

Para 5.1.2 of TPCLD sets out the procedure of crossing of the LD by the children accompanied by adults:
“...children under the age of 16 years is carried out after submission of the birth certificate of the child, any other document defined in Article 5 of Law of Ukraine “On Ukrainian nationality” or article 2 of the Law of Ukraine
«On the order of departure from Ukraine and entry into Ukraine of Ukrainian citizens» of the person (persons)
who ac-companies (accompany) the citizens of Ukraine under the age of 16 leaving the uncontrolled territories,
and the per-mission of an individual...”
Within the transport corridors there are humanitarian and logistics centers (HLC), that carry out the wholesale and retail sale of food products and items of prime necessity, for the people living on the occupied territories with the aim of, lowering the load on CIOP.
Only one CIOP is open and carries out the passage procedures — Stanitsa Luhanska.
In Stanitsa Luhanska the line of demarcation between the controlled and uncontrolled territories passes
along Severskiy Donets river. The river flows immediately after the outskirts of Stanitsa Luhanska, it is crossed
by the car bridge that presents the only “corridor” in Luhansk region for the passage of the citizens to the territory controlled by illegal armed formations of LPR.
The lines on CIOP are a normal phenomenon. The admission of the documents is most often carried out
through one window. 5–10 people are invited to go from the line to the control zone of CIOP. The average time
for passing the passage procedures (between the moment of taking the line to the moment of passage through
the roadblock of the so-called “DPR”) constitutes between 2 and 3 hours. From the administrative cars of the
Border Service the citizens go on foot within the corridor of CIOP to the roadblock of the first level for around
1,2 km., there the control cards are taken from them and they enter the “zero territory” (the span between the
last roadblocks of Ukraine and s.-c. “LPR”).
There they have to descend on the wooden pathway to cross the destroyed span of the bridge.
The bridge was partially detonated during the hostilities in 2014. Now the wooden pathways cross the destroyed span of the bridge, the elderly persons have trouble walking on them.
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Photo 13

In total between 3000 and 5000 citizens a day cross the line of demarcation through CIOP Stanitsa
Luhanska.
The total span of the pass is near 2 km — from the crossroads near former gas station on Yubileyna Street
(from the bus station of Stanitsa Luhanska) to the turn to Veselenke, where the drivers for Luhansk are
parked behind the RB in the so-called “LPR”.
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The citizens going from the occupied territory towards Stanitsa Luhanska pass the control of the so-called
“LPR” and stand in line on the “zero” roadblock of Ukraine where they receive a control ticket and go further
along the corridor to the checkpoint of Ukraine.
The market of carriers formed on CIOP in Stanitsa Luhanska as well. One can even go right to Kyiv from here,
but the route schedule can be uncomfortable. The main direction of transit from Stanitsa is to Severodonetsk
and Lisichansk.

Photo 14

Because CIOP Stanitsa Luhanska is the only checkpoint in Luhansk region that carries out the passage
procedures. It is safe to assume that at least half of the citizens who every day cross the line of demarcation
through CIOP Stanitsa Luhanska would move in the direction of Severodonetsk.
To carry out the repairs of one car bridge in Stanitsa Luhanska (CIOP corridor) the employees of the
mission of OSCE and Norwegian Refugee Council offered the repair project. The option of division of
arms near Stanitsa Luhanska was offered on the negotiation in Minsk to allow the possibility of its implementation:
As of early April 2017 the division of weapons in Stanitsa Luhanska didn’t happen, the repairs didn’t start
on the destroyed bridge. The condition of wooden pathways built in the place of destruction of the bridge calls
for great concern — they require urgent repair. In case of closing of the passage for repairs, there are possible
cases of mass transit of citizens in the unequipped places, accordingly, there is a higher chance of explosions
on the hidden trip-wires and landmines.
During the last 2,5 years the citizens who live in the populated areas on the very line of demarcation try
to cross Severskiy Donets river at their own risk and peril. In 2015–2016 the local residents crossed the river
via boats, blow tires, or just swam across. Some of the civilians exploded on the tripwires and mines near
the river. Currently the representatives of SSU assure the public that the possibility to cross the line of demarcation outside the official transition points is completely prevented.
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While organizing the pedestrian corridor in Stanitsa Luhanska it was supposed that near 1–1,5 thousand
citizens would use it every day, but currently the need to cross reaches 10 thousand people a day. Because
of that many of the local residents have to cross the line of demarcation in Donetsk region, in particular,
through CIOP “Mayorsk”.
In 2016 CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska” underwent shelling by IAF of LPR for 36 times, as a result 132 people
received urgent medical assistance, but it wasn’t possible to save 9 of them.
The problems of respect for human rights in Luhansk region concerning the freedom of movement are
firstly related to the fact that the residents who cross the line of demarcation are demanded to only show
the passports of the citizens of Ukraine against the control procedures set out in the procedure of crossing
the line of demarcation. Any other documents mentioned on the site of State Border Service of Ukraine, are
usually not accepted from the citizens and the passage is not carried out.
Thus the citizens of Ukraine that have troubles with their passports in most of the cases can’t enter or
leave the occupied territory.
The questions often rise concerning the power of attorney over the underage children who go with their
close relatives through CIOP and don’t satisfy the employees of road inspection service with the aims of the
visit to the occupied territory; the excess of the weight norm of personal belongings that is set out in Interim
Procedure no. 415.
The residents of Stanitsa Luhanska for a long time used to grow vegetables subsequently selling them
to the residents of Luhansk, Alchevsk, Slavyanoserbsk and Stakhanov. Currently they are cut off from those
markets, They lack the possibility to earn their living on their own by selling their harvests.
The direct connection via the passenger transport between the occupied and controlled territories was
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tion of opening the passenger railroad connection with the occupied territories. On the railroad station Kondrashovska the monitors were told that in 2017 it is planned to launch a regular connection via the country
train between Stanitsa Luhanska and Luhansk.
The local population states about their readiness and willingness to participate in the consultations with
the state authorities on the issue of the functioning of the points of crossing between the line of demarcation
in Luhansk region.
The main claim of the local residents crossing the line of demarcation at the check-in/out points against
the Ukrainian state authorities is that the passage procedures on the occupied territory are too slow.

Part 11

Division of the arms
The contact group on Ukraine on Minsk negotiations in September 2016 initiated the issue of implementation of the 2nd paragraph of Minsk agreement concerning the retreat of the heavy weaponry. Three spans were
agreed upon on the line of the conflict, on which the parties undertook to carry out the division of weapons.
On 23 of September the authorized representative of the President of Ukraine on the peaceful regulation of the
conflict in Donbass, Irina Geraschenko, commented the choice of the first three spans — the division should be
carried out on the territories around the populated areas of Zolote, Stanitsa Luhanska and Petrovske. “In Stanitsa Luhanska there is a completely ruined bridge, the people just can’t cross the river, and we have been telling about the need to repair that bridge for a long time now. We’ve opened a CIOP in Zolote back in March, but
the militants didn’t give their agreement for it to work...”, — she explained.
The monitors of the Special Monitoring Mission of Osce have been pointing out for a long time the unsatisfactory condition of the wooden structure shielding the destroyed part of the bridge in Stanitsa Luhanska.
Norwegian Refugee Council with OSCE were ready to finance the project of restoration of the bridge.
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But already on 28 September the Head of Stanitsa Luhanska district civil and military administration, Yuriy
Zolkin, stated that in Stanitsa Luhanska the local residents would organize rallies because of the possible retreat of Ukrainian military, according to the documents signed in Minsk. He also added that the representatives
of law-enforcement bodies will be under the risk of clashing with the terrorists in those districts of Stanitsa
Luhanska that enter the so-called demilitarized zone. The deputy Minister on the issues of temporarily occupied territories and internally displaced per-sons, Georgiy Tuka, expressed his concerns that Stanitsa will be
excluded from that list or the term for division would be postponed.
On 2 October the information appeared that in the area of CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska” the engineer and sapper company of the 2nd separate motorized infantry brigade 2 АК (Luhansk) of RF AF carried out the demining
of the vicinity, in relation to the retreat of the military scheduled for 2-3 October.
On 3 October Stanitsa Luhanska on the initiative of the public organization “Union of the participants of
hostilities, veterans and disabled persons of ATO” held the rally against the creation of the demilitarized zone.
The members of public organizations from Severodonetsk, Starobelsk, Novopskov and Novoaydar district arrived to Stanitsa Luhanska to state their protest against the retreat of the military and weapons on the line of
demarcation.
On 5 October Stanitsa Luhanska held the rally which was also attended by the residents of Severodonetsk,
Novop-skov, Novoaydar, who rallied against the retreat of Ukrainian military.
As a result the planned division of weapons in Stanitsa Luhanska wasn’t carried out.
The map of the agreed division of weapons in Stanitsa Luhanska.
The self-proclaimed LPR pointed out that the division of forces and funds on that span will be carried out at
the same time with the Ukrainian side.
On 11 October Deputy Director of the Department of the General Directorate of Intelligence of MD of Ukraine,
Vadim Skibitskiy, stated that according to the data of GDI the enemy started preparing to the partial retreat of
their forces from Stanitsa Luhanska.
On 18 October Speaker of the Presidential Administration on ATO issues, Andrey Lysenko, stated that the
retreat of the weapons in the area of Stanitsa Luhanska is postponed because of the regular shelling from the
side of the militants.

Photo 15
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On 28 October 2016 the Coordinator of OSCE in the humanitarian group on Minsk negotiations, Tony Frish,
examined the pedestrian crossing through the contact line on the destroyed bridge across Severskiy Donets
in Stanitsa Luhanska during the visit to occupied Luhansk and promised that the bridge would be repaired by
the end of the year.

Photo 16

The next possible date of the division of the weapons in the area of Stanitsa Luhanska was 2 November
2016. However the division didn’t happen, despite the fact that the representatives of IAF of the so-called LPR
unilaterally made the decision to start the division of the forces and even launched the signal flares.
On 9 November the readiness to join the project of the restoration of the bridge near Stanitsa Luhanska was
ex-pressed by the OSCE and the International Committee of the Red Cross.
The division of forces and funds in the area of Stanitsa Luhanska that was scheduled for 26 November 2016
didn’t happen either, — stated the head of the Ukrainian side in Joint Center of coordination and control for the
ceasefire (JCCC) Boris Kremenetskiy.
At the same time the monitors from OSCE mission during the monitoring of the bridge in Stanitsa Luhanska
point out a significant deterioration of its condition.
As of early April 2017 the division of weapons in the area of Stanitsa Luhanska hasn’t happened. In the beginning of March the new date for the division of weapons in Stanitsa Luhanska was stated — the contact group
in Minsk agreed that the division should happen on 7 March 2017. But it didn’t happen because of the shelling
by the military opposition.
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Part 12

Legal assistance to the residents
of Stanitsa Luhanska
Within the framework of protection of the violated rights of the citizens of Stanitsa Luhanska sector the
lawyers of KhPG started the legal procedures on the national and international levels.
The documented cases of violations of the citizens’ rights were transferred to Strategic Litigations Center
of KhPG. The data concerning the number of applications to the lawyers of KhPG by the residents of Stanitsa
Luhanska asking to provide legal assistance and the actions of KhPG are set out inj the following table:
Total applications
Kind of application

97
The right to life (the deceased,
disappearances, injuries) — 16

The civilians’ right to possess property — 94

Type of application

Deceased

Injured

Disappea
rances

Number

6

8

2

94

Taken for proceedings

6

6

1

77 — National instances (SSU, court)
74 — crime statements sent to IC RF

The number of complaints
to ECHR against RF and
Ukraine (as of 01.04.2017)

5

5

–

Destructions/damage of household — 94

69

Below are several examples of the violations of human rights and the actions of the Center of Strategic Defense (SDC) of KhPG in the interests of the applicants.

I. VICTIMS OF THE AIRSTRIKE OF 2 JULY 2014 ON OSTROVSKOGO STREET
1. The applicant, a Ukrainian national, G., lived with his family (his wife, mother-in-law and his son with his
wife) in a private house on Ostrovskogo Street in the settlement of Stanitsa Luhanska.
On 2 July 2014 near 10 am a military plane Su-25 flew over Stanitsa Luhanska towards its center. The buildings of the local police department and district court located on Moscow-Donbass Street were shelled.
After that, on the way back, the plane flew over Ostrovskogo Street. Many of the residents heard the humming and left their homes to see what was going on. The plane was going low from the direction of the station
of Stara Kondrashovka. 4 bombs were dropped from one wing. One of them directly hit the house belonging to
the applicant, Mr. G.
The applicant’[s wife was in the house then. His mother-in-law was on the territory of the household. As a
result of the explosion the applicant’s wife’s leg was torn off, because of that she died in the hospital three
days later. The applicant’s mother-in-law received multiple shrapnel wounds of the chest and other body parts
and died 20 days later after several surgeries. The applicant’s house was completely destroyed along with all
the property that was in it.
The applicant applied to the members of KhPG Monitoring group who subsequently transferred the materials to the lawyers of Strategic Defence Center.
The investigation of that event was started by SSU after SDC’s application almost two years after the events. Neither the applicant nor other victims were questioned, even the examination of the place of accident didn’t happen.
The applicant also reported the accident to the Investigative Committee of the Russian Federation. In July
2014 Stanitsa Luhanska was under control of the so-called “LPR”, which in its turn is controlled by the Russian
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Federation, the fact that was admitted by Parliament assembly of the Council of Europe. With regard to that the
applicant believed that RF held effective control over those territories at the time of the accident. Therefore the
law-enforcement bodies of that country had to carry out the investigation of the accident. An investigator of IC
RF provided a formal answer to the applicant that a request to the authorized bodies of Ukraine was prepared
in order to verify the information in his application.
Since the investigative bodies of Ukraine and Russia didn’t conduct an effective investigation of the incident
the lawyers of SDC drafted the application to ECHR on the fact of the violations of the Articles 2, 8 and 13 of the
Convention, as well as Article 1 of Protocol no. 1 to the Convention.
2. Mr. М. lived with his wife and adult son in their private house on Ostrovskogo Street.
As a result of the airstrike on 2 July 2014 a shell hit the applicant’s house where at the time was his wife. She
died on the spot. The applicant’s house was completely destroyed along with all the property that was there.
During one of the monitoring visits of KhPG the applicant turned to the members of the group asking for
legal assistance. The Monitoring Group transferred the materials to the lawyers of Strategic Defence Center.
The investigation of that incident by the investigative bodies of Ukraine was inefficient.
Therefore the lawyers of the Center applied to ECHR with a complaint about the violations of Articles 2, 8 and
13 of the Convention, as well as Article 1 of the Protocol no. 1 to the Convention.
3. Mrs. I. with her adult son and civil husband lived in the flat located in a house on Ostrovskogo Street.
As a result of the incident her civil husband died and her flat was destroyed.
I. turned to the members of KhPG Monitoring Group asking for the legal assistance. Group members transferred the materials to the lawyers of Strategic Defense Center.
There was no investigation able to locate the responsible persons.
SDC lawyers sent to ECHR a complaint concerning the violations of Articles 2, 8 and 13 of the Convention, as
well as Article 1 of the Protocol no. 1 to the Convention.

II. THE CIVILIANS WHO WERE INJURED ON THE “TRIPWIRES”
PLACED NEAR THEIR PLACES OF RESIDENCE
1. Mrs. D. is an elderly woman. She lives in Stanitsa Luhanska.
The applicant had a household — a cow and chickens.
During the last 10 years the applicant had grazed her cow on the meadow located not far from her place of
residence.
As a result of the armed conflict in 2014 Stanitsa Luhanska spent some time under control of the militants of
the so-called “LPR”. Later it was returned under control of the government of Ukraine. During such transitions
a part of the territory immediately neighboring the settlement was mined, and not all of the mined spans were
marked by the corresponding signs saying “Mines”.
In summer 2014 the applicant stepped on a “tripwire” while grazing her cow. She received shrapnel wounds
to the hip and lower abdomen.
During one of the monitoring visits of KhPG Mrs. D. asked for help in provision of the legal assistance.
The monitoring group sent the materials to Strategic Defence Center. SDC sent a statement of crime to SSU.
The investigation started by an investigator of SSU wasn’t effective: the applicant wasn’t questioned, the
examination of the place of incident wasn’t carried out, etc.
IC RF replied to the applicant’s crime statement that the investigator prepared the request to the authorized
bodies of Ukraine.
The SDC lawyers prepared the application to ECHR concerning the violation of Article 2 of the Convention.
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III. INJURIES OF THE CIVILIANS
AS A RESULT OF INTENSIVE ARTILLERY SHELLING
(IN PARTICULAR, SEPTEMBER 2014)
1. The applicant, Mrs. D. lives in Stanitsa Luhanska, a settlement in Luhansk region of Ukraine.
On 2 September 2014 unidentified people shelled the applicant’s household from a mortar. The applicant at
the time was in the yard of her house, doing household chores. As a result of the shelling the applicant received
injuries: “multiple shrapnel injuries of legs, abdomen and face, superficial thrombophlebitis of the left hip”.
Because of her injuries the applicant was transported to Luhansk city multipurpose hospital no. 2 where she
was treated until 19 September 2014.
On 3 September 2014 the applicant’s household was shelled again. The following damage was caused:
heating system was damaged, two fuel electric motors, table gas cooker, two bicycles, completely destroyed
all conservation and potato harvest in 70 buckets.
According to the applicant, the shelling came from the territories controlled by illegal armed formations of
the so-called “LPR”.
In summer 2016 the applicant turned to the lawyer of the monitoring group of KhPG.
SDC lawyers prepared a criminal offence statement on the fact of the injuries and property damage to the
Department of SSU in Luhansk region and the Investigative Committee of RF. Later the lawyers of SDC received
a message from an investigator of SSU stating that the criminal investigation was started on the under part 1
of the Article 285 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (terrorist act). The lawyers sent a motion to conduct the
investigative activities. The motion was granted, however, as far as the applicant knows, the investigative actions were not carried out (she was not questioned, neither were the neighbors, the place of incident wasn’t
examined etc.).
The investigator of IC RF reported about the preparation of a request to the authorized bodies of Ukraine.
SDC lawyers turned to ECHR with an application concerning the violations of Articles 2, 8 and 13 of the Convention, as well as Article 1 of the Protocol no. 1 to the Convention.

IV. CIVILIAN PROPERTY DAMAGE IN ATO ZONE
1. Mrs. B. 1951 year of birth, lives in Stanitsa Luhanska.
On 1 February 2015 near 09:45 pm there was a mortar shelling of Stanitsa Luhanska. during the shelling
the house belonging to the applicant took serious damage: all windows were shattered, the slate and the roof
slabs was damaged, the windows and doors in the outbuilding were broken. The applicant didn’t have other
real estate.
In summer 2016 the applicant turned to the lawyer of KhPG monitoring group.
In August 2016 SDC lawyers prepared the criminal offence applications on the fact of property damage to
the Department of SSU in Luhansk region and the investigative committee of RF. Later the lawyers of SDC received a message from the investigator of SSU that the investigation was started after the application under
part 1 of Article 285 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (terrorist act). They also received a reply from the investigator of IC RF that on the fact of the application was prepared a request to the authorized bodies of Ukraine
with the aim of verifying the submissions set out in it. The lawyers sent a motion to conduct the investigative
activities. The motion was granted, however, as far as the applicant knows, the investigative actions were not
carried out.
With regard of the inefficiency of the investigation SDC lawyers turned to ECHR with the application about
the violation of the articles 8, 13 Convention and Article 1 of the Protocol no. 1 to it.
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Part 13

Conclusion
The dislocation of the armed formations of UAF and MIA within the populated areas on the line of demarcation and carrying out the hostilities from the residential blocks leads to the fact that the residential buildings
suffer from return fire and that in turn leads to the destructions and deaths among the civilians.
The condition of the facilities adapted for the bomb shelters does not comply with the sanitary norms and
established requirements: there is no water, sanitary facilities, lighting. The urgent measures are needed to
bring those facilities to the condition fit for using.
There are no employment programs for the population. The overwhelming majority of enterprises that provided the local population with jobs doesn’t work because of the location in the close vicinity of the line of
demarcation. There is no concerted action by the relevant state agencies to reduce social tension and ensure
employment.
CIOP in Stanitsa Luhanska is the only one in Luhansk region. Therefore the residents of the region have to
move for 100 to 400 kilometers to get to the populated areas on the occupied territory located in the direct vicinity across the line of demarcation. For example, the residents of Zolote, Gorske, Popasna or Lisichansk have
to overcome more than 300 km to visit their relatives living, for example, in Pervomaysk, Stakhanov or Zolote-6.
In the overwhelming majority of the cases when a temporarily household is temporarily occupied by the
soldiers of UAF the question of payment for utilities remains unresolved. It is necessary to regulate the contract
agreements with the suppliers of utilities between MD and MIA of Ukraine and the enterprises that provide the
services, to avoid the owners of real estate receiving the bills for the used services. Such issue is of systemic
nature and is documented by the monitors in many populated areas along the line of demarcation.
The sale channels for agricultural products grown by the residents of Stanitsa Luhanska are fully blocked on
the territories uncontrolled by Ukraine. The sale channels for agricultural products established in the pre-war
time were oriented for Luhansk and Alchevsk that are currently on the occupied territory, because of that the
sale of the agricultural goods became impossible.
The repair works for the ruined housing have to be performed by the territorial communities themselves.
Unfortunately Stanitsa Luhanska doesn’t have the qualified workers that could be involved in such works. It is
necessary to involve the external resources to carry out the restoration works.
There was no expertise of land resources in order to determine the quantity of the agricultural lands that
were with-drawn from turnover by the hostilities and became unfit for further use. Many lands are still rented
by the farms that have to pay the land tax having no possibility to use the lands because they are occupied by
the fortification of UAF or are unfit because of the destruction of the fertile layer by the hostilities. The same is
the situation with the forest lands.
The law-enforcement bodies in the populated areas situated in the vicinity of the line of demarcation effectively don’t receive the residents and applications. The monitors documented the cases of complete inactivity
by the structures of MIA, NPU and the prosecutor’s office in the questions of investigation of the destructions
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of the buildings caused by the shelling, the disappearances of people and the cases of injuries because of the
shelling, explosions of the tripwires and other accidents.
The presence of the military personnel in the populated area effectively means using the civilians as a “human shield”, which is a cause of death and injuries of people as well as the destructions and damage to their
property.
The pedestrian crossing on CIOP is in dire need of urgent repairs. In the last year there were 4 accidents
related to emergency condition of the crossing.
The facts of the military personnel of the battalions “Tornado” and “Chernihiv” (controlled by MIA) bullying the local residents were not investigated adequately, the persons who committed those crimes were not
identified.

Part 14

Recommendations
1. Ensure the proper investigation of all cases of gross violations of human rights — illegal deprivation of
freedom, the use of ill-treatment, looting — in the zone of the armed conflict, in particular — in Stanitsa
Luhanska district. The persons responsible for the crimes should be identified and brought to justice in
all cases of enforced disappearances or violent death connected to the hostilities on that territory.
2. Develop and adopt a feasible and funded program of the restoration of housing that was destroyed or
damaged during the hostilities.
3. Consider the question of holding the election of the deputies of the local councils in the separate territories of Luhansk region where such elections were cancelled in 2015 by a decision of CEC, to implement
the rights to participate in the self-government of the citizens of Ukraine living on those territories.
4. Ensure the strict compliance of the military located in the direct contact with the civilian population of
Stanitsa Luhanska with the civilians’ rights, prevent illegal limitation of rights and freedoms of local
citizens, prevent, investigate and punish any abuse of power by UAF units based in Stanitsa Luhanska
district.
5. Consider as a priority when deciding the issue of placement of the military personnel of UAF on the territory of the populated areas, in particular in Stanitsa Luhanska, the issues of safety of the local population, prevent the use of the local population as “human shield”, placement of the units amidst the
residential blocks and endangering the residents, their houses and the objects of infrastructure with the
risk of shelling.
6. Introduce the changes to the ruling no. 415 with the aim of simplifying the procedure of crossing of the
line of demarcation in Luhansk region, in particular, distinguish the categories of the citizens entitled to
a privileged line.
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7. Introduce the changes to the procedure of payment of the pensions, procedure of their registration and
accounting. Organize on the territories controlled by Ukrainian Government the payment of pensions to
all pensioners without additional conditions, regardless of their place of residence.
8. Restore the functioning of Stanitsa Luhanska court in the settlement, transfer there all the cases concerning Stanitsa from Belovodskiy district court.
9. Ensure the constant functioning of the ambulance stations on the territories bordering the line of demarcation.
10. Pay the expenses for the consumed electricity or other resources on CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska”, do not
allow the transfer of the payment and debts to the bodies of local self-government.
11. Urgently:
• conduct the repairs of the destroyed car bridge in the passage corridor of CIOP “Stanitsa Luhanska”;
• prepare the bomb shelters and other places of defense of the local population in Stanitsa Luhanska.
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Annex 1
Destructions of the infrastructure
of Stanitsa Luhanska
caused by the hostilities
The southern part of Stanitsa Luhanska district borders the districts of the so-called “LPR” across Severskiy Donets river. Several populated areas located in the reach of artillery of the militants of so-called “LPR”
undergo shelling.
The monitoring group documented the following destructions of the infrastructure of the populated area.

2014
On 2 July the car bridge across Severskiy Donets river was destroyed as a result of the airstrike.
On 7 July a railroad bridge across Tepla river was blown up in the settlement of Nizhneteple.
Between 1 and 4 September Stanitsa Luhanska underwent shelling by IAF of LPR. More than 100 private houses were destroyed, as well as the buildings of the school, Pioneer house, Children’s and youth’s
sports school, Stanitsa Luhanska district forestry, district department of education, as well as several
stores and a bus station. The shelling came from RSVF “Grad” and “Uragan”.
On 29 October the building of district state administration was damaged.
On 11 November the shelling ruptured the gas pipeline of the low pressure, damaged the building of
district state administration and the building of the school no. 1.
On 12 November the shelling damaged the kindergarten no. 2.
On 19 November high school no. 1 was damaged by the shelling.
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Photo 17

On 23 November mortar shelling damaged the gas main.
On 27 November the shelling damaged the buildings of “Ukrtelecom” and pension fund.
On 29 November the mortar shelling damaged the central heating main, damaged the power line.
On 1 December the shells hit the building of district state administration, the department of Pension
Fund and “Ukrtelecom”. The gas main was damaged.
On 4 December the building of tax inspection was destroyed.
On 8 December the mortar shells hit the building of “Ukrtelecom”.
On 17 December the buildings of district state administration and district library were damaged.

2015
On 9 January the mortar shelling ruined CYSS.
On 10 January the house of culture and kindergarten caught fire.
On 22 January the gas mains were ruptured, there was a hit to the building of “Ukrtelecom”.
On 5 February the building of district state administration was damaged, Nova Kondrashovska railroad station was shelled: the railway and train depot were damaged, a locomotive was destroyed, as well as the gas
pipes of the light and medium pressure.
On 11 February the buildings of Pension Fund and “Oschadbank” were damaged, two collector’s cars were
destroyed.
As of February 2015 according to the official data more than 200 houses were destroyed completely, near
1500 were damaged.
On 13 February the buildings of the House of Life, Oschadbank took damage, the only working ATM in the
district was damaged.
On 22 June the power lines were damaged.
On 25 June a gas pipe of low pressure was damaged on Lenina Street.
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Photo 18

On 15 August a gas pipe of medium pressure was damaged.
On 23 August a gas pipe of low pressure was broken on Pervomayska Street, the power lines were damaged.
On 27 August the shelling damaged the gas main.

2016
On 5 January the Pension fund building was hit.
On 24 April the building of Stanitsa Luhanska district police department was hit.
On 27 April the building of district state administration was damaged.
On 29 May the building of the district state administration was hit, the gas line was damaged.
On 1 June the shelling damaged the buildings of Pension Fund and the greenhouse.
As of June 2016 for the entire time of hostilities in Stanitsa Luhanska district 3417 residential buildings of all
kinds of ownership were damaged, 260 of them were completely ruined.
On 13 July the shelling damaged the railroad bridge, the building of pension fund, the district house of culture, the gas pipes of low and medium pressure were damaged.
On 16 August the gas pipe of low pressure was damaged.
On 17 August the building of Stanitsa Luhanska school no. 1,
On 22 August the building of Pension fund was damaged.
On 2 November the building of school no. 1 took damage.
On 19 December the building of Pension fund was damaged.
Among the destroyed administrative buildings are: the building of Nyzhnya Olkhova HS; Stanitsa
Luhanska HS no. 1, HS no. 2 (completely destroyed); Kondrashovska HS; Olkhovs HS; Valuyska HS no. 1, 2;
Nyzhneteplovska HS; educational complex; district house of culture; CYSS; music school, the building of the
town council; the building of the HC; Makarovska Library; the building of the district department of education;
the editorial office of “Vremya” newspaper; Center of the children’s and youth’s creativity “Svitanok”; 5 boiler
rooms, the center for the pensioners.
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The transport mains connecting Stanitsa Luhanska district with the “Mainland” are in very unsatisfactory
condition. Near 250 million hryvnias are needed for repairs.

THE DESTRUCTIONS IN THE RESIDENTIAL SECTOR OF STANITSA LUHANSKA
As a result of the hostilities or artillery shelling 3159 households are destroyed in the district.
1012 houses were damaged in the village of Valuyske and the neighboring populated areas between the
beginning of the conflict and the late 2015.
The streets located in the southern and south-eastern part of the settlement suffered the most. The monitoring group documented the following destructions of the households caused by the shelling:
Moscow-Donbass Street
On 2 July 2014 6 residential buildings were damaged; between 1 and 4 September 2014 12 houses were
damaged; on 11 February 2015 4 houses were damaged; on 15 August 2015 the gas main was broken; on
7 March 2016 a private residential house caught fire, a man died; on 27 April 2016 2 houses were damaged;
on 19 December 2016 — 2 buildings.

Photo 19

Bukaeva Street
Between 1 and 4 September 2014 — 7 houses; on 1 December 2014 — “Grad”s destroyed 2 houses; on 4
December 2014 — 4 houses; on 13 July 2016 the gas main was damaged on Bukaeva street, 98А.
Lesnaya street
On 28 July 2015 the houses nos. 36, 39 were destroyed.
Lenina Street
On 18 August 2014 — 7 houses; between 1 and 4 September 2014 — 6 houses; on 30 November 2014 four
houses burned down; on 13 February 2015 the shelling from RSVF “Grad” destroyed 3 houses; on 25 July
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2015 the gas main was broken; on 27 August 2015 — 4 houses; on 26-27 April 2016 2 houses; on 29 May 2016 —
houses nos. 20 and 23.
Shevchenko Street
Between 1 and 4 September 2014 — 3 houses; on 11 February 2015 — 2 houses; on 22 June 2015 — one
house; on 15 August 2015 the gas main was ruptured.
Lermontova Street
Between 1 and 4 September 2014 — 7 houses; on 22 June 2015 — power lines are damaged; on 28 July
2015 house no. 43; on 30 July 2015 — house no. 9; on 11 August 2015 — house no. 6; on 15 August 2015 — houses nos. 8, 28, 32; on 18 August 2015 — 1 house; on 27 August 2015 — 1 house; on 13 July 2016 — house no. 57;
on 17 August 2016 2 houses.
Molodeszhniy block
On 12 November 2014 — 5 households and 3 apartment buildings; on 16 May 2015 a shelling from RSVF
“Grad”, flat no. 72 in the house no. 20 burned down.
Lebedinskiy Street
On 14 November 2014 a shelling from RSVF “Grad”, 4 houses were damaged; on 1 December 2014 —
a shelling from RSVF “Grad”, 5 houses were damaged; on 4 December 2014 — 2 houses; on 3 February
2015 — 2 houses; on 9 June 2015 — three houses burned down; on 27 August 2015 — 5 houses; on 26–27 April
2016 — 4 houses; on 29 May 2016 — house no. 6; on 15 July 2016 — one house; on 24 August 2016 houses
nos. 11; 14; 16; on 19 December 2016 2 houses.
Krupskoy Street
On 19 November 2014 — 4 houses; on 4 December 2014 — 3 houses.
Sovetskaya Street
On 23 November 2014 — 2 houses; on 4 December 2014 — 4 houses; on 20 January 2015 — a five-storey
building; on 25 August 2015 — house no. 3, the power lines are broken; on 27 August 2015 — house no. 22, the
gas main is broken.
Chapaeva Street
On 19 November 2014 — 2 houses; on 11 February 2015 — 3 houses; on 26 April 2016 — 2 houses.
1-go Maya Street
On 28 July 2015 — house no. 52; on 30 July 2015 — house no. 51-»А»; on 27 August 2015 — 3 houses; on
27 April 2016 — one house; on 13 July 2016 — house no. 20; on 22 August 2016 — 2 houses.
Barabashova Street
On 14 November 2014 — 7 houses; on 24 July 2015 — 4 houses; on 11 August 2015 — house no. 49; on 1 June
2016 — house no. 5; on 11 July 2016 house no. 13а; on 25 June 2015 — one house; on 15 August 2015 — house
no. 49; on 17 Au-gust 2016 houses nos. 51, 53.
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Ostrovskogo Street
On 2 July 2014 — 7 houses; on 26 April 2016 — 1 house.

Photo 20

Lomonosova Street
On 1 December 2014 — 6 houses; on 4 December 2014 — 2 houses; on 3 February 2015 — 3 houses; on 27 August 2015 — 4 houses; on 13 July 2016 — houses nos. 19, 13а, 5, 17; on 16 August 2016 — 1 house; on 17 August
2016 — 2 houses; on 24 August 2016 — houses nos. 13а; 17а; 19.
4 Lypnya
On 28 July 2015 — house no. 3; on 16 August 2016 — house no. 10а.

ACCIDENTS,
DEATHS OF THE PEOPLE AND DESTRUCTION OF THE PROPERTY BY THE SHELLING
IN THE POPULATED AREAS OF STANITSA LUHANSKA SECTOR
Artema
On 13 November 2014 a direct hit of an artillery shell damaged a school in Artema village.
On 21 January 2015 during the shelling of the village of Artema RSVF “Grad” destroyed the engine room of
the pump station that supplied Luhansk with water. A middle school also took damage.
On 8 March 2015 a man was killed by a gun.
Bolotne
On 5 July 2015 Stanitsa Luhanska forestry underwent shelling. Near 15 hectares of pine forest burned down.
On 2 August 2015 a local resident died as a result of the shelling.
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On 14 August 2015 the shelling destroyed 3 residential buildings. One of the shells hit the basement, the
explosion caused concussion to the house’s owner who tried to hide there.
On 25 November 2015 a 40-year-old woman exploded on an explosive device.
Valuyske
On 12 July 2014 Lukash brothers, Olexandr of 1975 birth year and Mykola of 1974 birth year were detained on
the roadblock controlled by Ukrainian military. After that the connection with them was lost. They are currently
missing.
On 14 November 2014 RSVF “Grad” damaged 9 residential houses, 4 of them are completely ruined
On 19 November 2014 the forest caught fire as a result of the volley from RSVF “Grad”.
On 6 December 2014 one of the houses is completely ruined as a result of a shell hitting Gorkogo Street.
Lyubov and Ivan Sukharevskiy died under the rubble.
On 19 January 2015 there was a shelling from RSVF “Grad”. As a result of the shelling 23 residential houses
were damaged on Yubilaynaya and Druzhby Streets (no. 7), 3 apartment buildings. The building of a nursing
home inhabited by 50 pensioners took damage.
On 1 February 2015 the houses on Kuybysheva Street were shelled. Three local residents were wounded by
the fragments of artillery shells.
On 1 September 2015 a body of an unidentified man was found in an abandoned house on Sovietskaya street.
1012 houses were damaged in Valuyske since the beginning of the conflict. According to the information
of the representatives of OSCE SMM, 18 residents of Valuyske and the neighboring territories died, 70 were
injured.
On 21 October 2015 school no. 1 was restored, the classes resumed.
On 8 December 2015 in the night unidentified people wearing camouflage uniform without the identification
marks brought to an empty house a truck and loaded all the property there. “God knows who arrived, in military
uniform, cut the door with a circular saw and took everything they could take”, — tell the local residents.
Kamyshne
On 6 August 2016 a 9-year-old girl was wounded as a result of the shelling.
Kamyshne village is situated far from the line of demarcation, the monitors couldn’t establish an adequate
cause of the girl’s injury.
Makarove
On 6 June 2014 on the roadblock in the village of Makarove armed persons stopped the car “Hyundai Tuxon”
driven by a local resident, the head of PE “Agrovostok” Yuriy Andreev. Threatening to use the assault rifles they
forcefully brought the man in an unknown direction. His further fate is unknown.
On 12 June 2014 there was a shelling of the village of Makarove. As a result of the shelling the TNK gas station was destroyed, a residential building was damaged, as well as the trading houses on the territory of the
market. Three people were wounded.
On 26 July 2014 as a result of the combat there was a fire in the area of the camp “Solnechniy”. The fire
spread to the forest.
During the shoot-out near the roadblock in Makarovo one shell hit the building situated at the address
Kirova Street, 2. 1 man died, 2 were injured.
On 8 August 2014 “Grad” system shelled the village. There was a hit in the area of Uchebna street. Three
women died on the spot.
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Malinove
On 9 July 2015 a shootout started in Malinove. A 35-year-old man accidentally appeared on the battlefield,
he was passing by in his car. He was wounded.
Nyzhne Teple
On 7 July 2014 on the 961st km of the span “Ogorodniy — Kondrashovska Nova” an explosion damaged 100
meters of the railway and one span of the bridge 20-25 meters long across Tepla river. The movement of the
trains across the span “Ogorodniy — Kondrashovska Nova” is closed.
On 18 October 2014 two residents received slight injuries as a result of the shelling and another one — heavy
injuries.
On 5 November 2014 the workers of DES during the maintenance exploded on an unidentified explosive device. As a result of the explosion two workers were injured and hospitalized. The third worker died on the spot.
On 9 February 2015 a shelling from “Grad” destroyed the house of the head of Stanitsa Luhanska district
council, Yuriy Zolkin.
On 13 April 2015 as a result of the shootout a 42-year-old woman and 61-year-old man were injured.
On 19 August 2015 a railroad line was detonated, as a result of that the trail bringing the coal to Schastyinska
TPP derailed.
On 20 July 2016 a man of 1960 year of birth died as a result of an attempt to saw an unidentified at home at
the address Sadova Street, 53.
Nyzhnya Olkhova
On 4 August 2014 was kidnapped the Head of Olkhova village council, Ivanovska Elena Nikiforovna, на on
the roadblock near Starobelsk. She was in her car with her husband who was freed 5 hours later, she was taken
in the van with Kharkiv license plate.
On 21 March 2015 a school in Nyzhnya Olkhova is partially destroyed as a result of the shelling.
On 31 May 2015 a 55-year-old man with 2 sons was going towards Severskiy Donets. While crossing the forest belt they tripped a tripwire with a grenade. The father and 14-year-old son died on the spot from the explosion, another son survived.
Olkhove
On 27 August 2015 two citizens of 1957 and 1958 birth years exploded on a tripwire in the forest belt.
On 1 January 2016 unidentified persons shot the school from their car.
Peredelske
On 8 January 2015 the shelling destroyed two residential buildings on Sovietska Street, no. 3 and no. 4,
inhabited by a family with many children. Furthermore, houses no. 2, 4, 6 on Oktyabrska Street were damaged.
65 buildings were damaged during the hostilities in the settlement, 7 of them are destroyed.
Petrovka
On 9 February 2015 a 19-year-old girl received injuries as a result of the artillery shelling.
Pshenichne
On 29 January 2015 30 houses were damaged by the shelling. The power lines were damaged. 3 people
received light injuries.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE RESEARCHED TERRITORY
BEFORE THE START OF THE ARMED CONFLICT
Stanitsa Luhanska district is situated in the eastern part of Luhansk region, bordering Rostov region of RF, it
is surrounded on the territories controlled by Ukraine by Belovodsk and Novoaydar district, to the south across
Severskiy Donets it borders Krasnodon district controlled by IAF of the “LPR”. The length of the state border on
the territory of the district is 155 km.
Before the beginning of hostilities the district’s area constituted 1802,2 sq. km. Currently the territory of
Nikolaevskiy village council located on the right shore of Severskiy Donets, is controlled by IAF of LPR (area is
90,5 sq. km.). The area of the territories considered in this report constitutes 811.5 sq. km.
The quantity of the population of Stanitsa Luhanska district as of 2014 was 49 757 people. The quantity of the
registered population living in the territories considered in this report (not including the displaced persons and
the ones who left because of the hostilities) is 34 277 people. None of the authorities was able to provide the
exact data to the members of the monitoring group, but it is safe to assume that the actual number of the people
living on those territories (including the direct and indirect data) does not exceed 20–21 thousand people.
Severskiy Donets, Aydar, Luhan, Derkul, Tepla, Kovsut, Evsug rivers flow on the territory of the district.
The district is traversed by the railroad spans of Donbass-Moscow, Knodrashovska-Millerovo, routes
Luhansk-Kharkiv, Luhansk-Millerovo.
From Stanitsa Luhanska to the town of Schastye there are 55 km. of almost completely ruined car route, to
Severodonetsk — 135 km., to Belovodsk — 70 km.
There are several points of passage through the state border on the territory of the district — Krasna Talovka, Gerasimovka, Yuganovka, Olkhove (the railroad point, does not operate).
The district is rich in minerals: limestone, sandstone, sand, chalk, marl, various clays. There are deposits of
natural gas and oil, sources of medical mineral water. There is Olkhove gas deposit in the district.
The soil is fertile, predominantly chernozem.
Before the start of hostilities 125 thousand hectares of farms were cultivated, including 95600 hectares of
arable land; 10 thousand hectares of irrigated land. On the territory of the district worked “Luhansk regional
fish factory”. The area of its ponds constituted 2343 hectares.
The largest share in the total volume of processing enterprises in the district was taken by the enterprises
of the agricultural complex producing cereals, flour, bakery products, vegetable oil.
Several years ago the main industrial enterprises of the district were “Kondrashovskiy sand quarry”,
“LIA LTD”, SP “UkrVeresk”, “Novye Betonnye Tekhnologii”.
The Stanitsa Luhanska district was dominated by agricultural production. More than 80 farms worked in the
district before the outbreak of hostilities, which annually grew 120 thousand tons of cereals, near 50 thousand
tons of potatoes, about 40 thousand tons of sunflower crops, near 45 thousand tons of the vegetables and near
a thousand tons of berry products.
A significant place in the economic complex of the district was occupied by forestry.
The region’s largest forestry enterprises worked in the district — state enterprise “Stanitsa Luhanska Experimental LOH”, as well as Peschane, Chuginske, Stanitsa Luhanska, Malinovske and Schastyinske forestries.
The total area of the forest constitutes 28,6 thousand hectares.
On the territory of the district is located the “Lugansk Nature Reserve”. The total area of reserve constitutes
498 hectares. The protected natural area of the district consists of 12 objects situated on the area of 4584 hectares. It includes the territory of one national (“Pridontsovska floodplain” an area of 560 ha) and 11 of local significance created to conserve the endangered species of plants and animals, preserve the unique landscapes
in pristine state, as well as the gene pool of flora and fauna.
The local reserves located on the territory of the district:
• ichthyological “Derkulskiy” and “Donetskiy”;
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• botanical — “Kamychnenskiy” and “Pesochniy”;
• general zoological — “Kondrashevska”;
• natural reserves — “Peschane” and “Kiseleva balka”;
• landscape reserve “Sloev Ugol”;
As well as the natural monuments:
• botanical “Grishino”;
• hydrological — “Kibikinskiy Kolodets”
and medical source “Velikochernihovskiy”.

Part 16

Annex 2
Provocations on the state border
During 2014–2015 several populated areas of Stanitsa Luhanska district underwent rocket strikes by various
RSVF, performed, as claimed by the speakers of various law-enforcement agencies, from the territory of RF.

July 2014
On 22 Luly the villages of Kolesnikovka and Kamyshne underwent shelling. The shelling from RSVF “Grad” and
mortars “D-30” lasted for 3 hours, directed towards the positions of the border military of Ukraine.

Photo 21
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The military claim that the shelling came from the territory of RF. There are two injured persons among the
border guards.
At the same time the head of the village council states that the village was shelled by the militants whose
positions were allegedly located in Kruzhilovka or Parkhomenka of Krasnodon district. According to the village
council head 4 buildings were destroyed because of the shelling.
On 25 June Kolesnikovka and Yuganovka were shelled. The dislocation of Luhansk border squad was the
target of the shelling, but the shells of RSVF “Grad” hit the residential buildings. In total there were 5 volleys,
as a result of which the rockets destroyed almost a half of the residential fund of Yuganovka and 5 buildings
in Kolesnikovka. There were no victims of the shelling among the civilians. One border guard was injured, two
more were shell-shocked.
On 28 July the acting Head of Luhansk RSA, Irina Verigina, stated, that the shelling of the dislocation of the
border guards came from RF, as a result of which a tower of State Border Service of Ukraine caught fire along
with other elements of the checkpoint. The shelling allegedly came from the system of Wm-21 “Grad”.

August 2014
On 11 August the speaker of ATO headquarters reported about the artillery shelling of the border units in
the area of Stanitsa Luhanska. According to the data of ATO headquarters the fire came from the village of
Manotska of the Russian Federation.
On 11 August, according to the press officer of the border service, the artillery shelling of the villages of Makarovo and Kamyshne came from the direction of RF.
On 12 August the law-enforcement agencies reported about the shelling of the border unit in the area of the
village of Krasna Talovka from the direction of the Russian village of Voloshino.
On 22 August, according to the speaker of the information center of NSDS, there was a mortar shelling of the
border service unit “Stanitsa Luhanska” of Luhansk region. The shelling came from the direction of the Russian
village of Manotska directed at the Ukrainian village of Kolesnikovka.
On 26 August Kolesnikovka and Luhanovka underwent artillery shelling from the direction of Stanitsa Mityakinska of Rostov region of RF, directed at the positions of the State Border Service of Ukraine.
Video https://youtu.be/AJv8g0588P8

September 2014
On 1 September Krasna Talovka was shelled by the rockets launched from the territory of Russia. The border
guards documented the launch of 4 rockets in the area of Krasna Talovka. The shelling camer, according to the
speaker of the information center of SNSD, from the territory of Rostov region of RF.
Between 1 and 4 September 2014 the village of Dmytrovka and the settlement of Pobeda were shelled (Novoaydar district) from RSVF “Smerch”. In the settlement of Pobeda was the headquarters of the operative command “Sever”. The military claim that the Russian side warned about the shelling beforehand — the headquarters received the ultimatum to leave the dislocation within 72 hours.
2 of the military personnel died and 19 others were injured as a result of the shelling. Several dozens of
cars and armored vehicles were ruined. Almost a half of all the residential fund was destroyed in the villages —
133 houses, the buildings of the district council, PMP, post, diner and a store.
On 2 September, at 8 pm an artillery and mortar shelling came from the territory of RF to the territory of
Ukraine in the area of the village of Kamyshne. As a result of the shelling two border guards were injured. Near
10 residential buildings were damaged in Kamyshne.
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Photo 22

November 2014
On 21 November near 5 am the villages of Makarovo and Verkhnya Olkhova were shelled from the mortar
weapons. After the shelling 7 houses are destroyed in Verkhnya Olkhova, gas main is damaged. According the
direction of the shells hitting the ground and other evidence of the shelling, the forensic scientists determined
the direction and trajectory of the shells — the shelling came from Stanitsa Mityakinska or Rostov region of RF.
On 21 November the law-enforcement agencies documented the artillery shelling directed from Manotskiy
(FR) — Kamyshne (Ukraine) in the area of one of the border posts of Luhansk squad.
On 22 November the speaker of information center of SNSD claimed that there was an artillery shelling of
the settlements of Yuganovka and Gerasimovka from the territory of RF.

February 2015 года
On 9 February the village of Kamyshne was again shelled by the “Grads” from the territory of the Russian
Federation. Allegedly the shells were launched from Stanitsa Mityakinska of Tarasov district of Rostov region.
6 residential buildings are destroyed in Kamyshne.
On 10 February, according to the speaker of the information center of SNSD, Verkhnya Olkhova was shelled
three times by RSVF “Grad” from the territory of the Russian Federation”.
Gosduma of RF denied the Ukrainian side’s accusations of provocative shelling of Ukrainian border settlements, accusing Ukraine in its turn of an attempt to provoke the return fire from the Russian side. “...The head
of MIA of Russia, Sergey Lavrov, claimed that if the shelling of the Russian territories from Ukrainian side continues, RF may suppress the firing points, if at least it will be clear that it was done deliberately. The head of MIA
of RF pointed out that for now Moscow considers the situation with the shelling of its territory from the side of
Ukraine as a result of the lack of professionalism or an accident” — as RIA Novosti quotes the head of MIA of
Ukraine.
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